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What Do You Have to Say?

Dear Editor,

With so many political opinions spewing on

social media these days, it’s hard to believe

your “Letters” page is facing a shortage. And

yet in v28 i2 you wrote that “these days, [you]

rarely receive letters from locals.” 

I hope this week you’re so inundated by

New Mexicans’ opinions that you don’t have

room to print this. But just in case, here’s

what’s on my mind here in Albuquerque. 

Trump’s televised Oval Office address on

Jan. 8 was just the latest in his years-long

pattern of race-baiting, fear-mongering and

fact-altering. 

He said there’s “a growing humanitarian

and security crisis at our southern border.” In

fact, there’s no new or noteworthy threat to

our national security. And the only

humanitarian crisis is the one manufactured

by his policies—criminalizing everyone who

crosses outside a port of entry, rather than

distinguishing between traffickers and asylum

seekers; separating children from their

families, without any procedure to reunite

them; imprisoning immigrants for prolonged

periods, rather than freeing them while they

await their day in court. 

He said “90 percent of [heroin in the US]

floods across from our southern border.” In

fact, the vast majority of illicit drugs imported

from Mexico are smuggled at legal crossings—

to say nothing of fentanyl flown in from

China or home-cooked meth. Walls in the

wilderness won’t address any drug crises. 

He said a wall would “be paid for indirectly

by the great new trade deal we have made

with Mexico.” In fact, that is simply not how

tariffs or budget appropriations work. 

Here are the facts. Constructing hundreds

of miles of new steel fencing or concrete wall

would disrupt ecosystems, sever sovereign

tribal land and block desperate asylum-seekers

who have a legal right to enter the country

and plead their case. Meanwhile, illegal drug

and human trafficking would continue the

way it always has: in trucks and shipped

packages, through official ports of entry and

tunnels. 

But Trump doesn’t care about facts. He

cares about the cheers of his riled-up base and

the applause of TV pundits. Sean Hannity

and Ann Coulter have become our White

House policy advisors. Stephen Miller is our

national propaganda generator. Trump’s

Twitter feed claims to speak for us. Hell, the

Conservative Caucus of Warrentown, Va.,

gets to fill the pages of our Albuquerque

alt.weekly? 

Hey, New Mexicans—what do you have to

say about all this? 

It was here in New Mexico, near the

remote Antelope Wells port of entry, that 7-

year-old Jakelin Caal crossed into the US to

seek asylum. After less than 48 hours in

Border Patrol custody, she died of dehydration

and shock. 

It was here in New Mexico, at a bare-

bones facility in Alamogordo, that 7-year-old

Felipe Gómez Alonzo was held for two days.

On Christmas Eve, he died at an Alamogordo

hospital. 

It’s here in New Mexico, across our rugged

desert and private ranches, that Trump wants

to seize land and stud it with steel. Not

because he cares what happens here—just for

a photo op and bragging rights. 

What do the people of New Mexico think

about the fact that Trump’s orders have

deliberately created bottlenecks at the

country’s busiest ports of entry in San Diego

and El Paso, grinding asylum applications to a

virtual standstill? What do we think about

the fact that this manufactured backlog is

shunting desperate people into the

dangerously remote desert in between—our

state’s southern border? How do we feel,

knowing that this administration’s policies

have caused children to die in our hospitals?

That next they want to spend billions of

taxpayers dollars to plant steel bollards across

our landscape? How do you like being a

political football for the rest of the country’s

raging debates? 

Personally, I’m sick of everyone else

speaking for us. Write to the Alibi. Let’s talk. 
Karie Luidens,

Albuquerque a

Letters should be sent with the writer’s name,

address and daytime phone number via email to

letters@alibi.com. They can also be faxed to (505)

256-9651. Letters may be edited for length and

clarity, and may be published in any medium; we

regret that owing to the volume of correspondence

we cannot reply to every letter. Word count limit for

letters is 300 words.

Email letters, including author’s name, mailing address and daytime phone number to letters@alibi.com.
Letters can also be mailed to P.O. Box 81, Albuquerque, N.M., 87103. Letters—including comments posted

on alibi.com—may be published in any medium and edited for length and clarity; owing to the volume of
correspondence, we regrettably can’t respond to every letter.
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Dateline: Russia

A Russian man who was allegedly stabbed 13

times by his girlfriend proposed to her in court.

The Daily Mirror reports the man, named only

as Mr. Shakur, spoke to a judge in

Nizhnekamsk, Russia, last week on behalf of

his unnamed girlfriend, who was facing

charges of attempted murder. According to

reports, the woman stabbed Shakur at least 13

times during an altercation before he was able

to escape and receive medical attention. He

was hospitalized for three weeks following the

incident. The woman pled guilty to assaulting

Shakur, but denied that she intended to kill

him. She said she was drunk and angry. A state

prosecutor said the woman only failed in

killing the victim “due to circumstances she

could hardly influence.” At the trial, Shakur

reportedly asked the woman to marry him and

requested that the judge show leniency so they

could plan a wedding date. The unnamed

assailant is facing six years in prison. The

judge postponed a decision until a future

hearing could be arranged. It is unclear why

the original altercation occurred.

Dateline: Colorado

A Colorado neighborhood is changing its

name from Swastika Acres after 111 years. The

Denver Post reports a subdivision in Cherry

Hills Village has secretly retained its name,

“Swastika Acres,” since 1908. The swastika is

now associated with Nazi Germany, but at the

time of the neighborhood’s inception, a full 12

years before the founding of the National

Socialist German Workers’ Party in Germany

and long before the name Adolf Hitler would

mean anything to the world, the swastika was

a common symbol found in numerous cultures

around the world. When Swastika Acres was

founded, the symbol was popular in the

American Southwest due to its use in Native

art and religion as a symbol for the sun and

infinity. Why the name was never changed has

remained a mystery, but there are reportedly

no official designations of the subdivision as

“Swastika Acres” outside of house deeds, so

many residents could be unaware of the name.

In 2017, members of the Cherry Hills Village

Council attempted to change the name, but

failed to do so in a timely manner. But last

week city officials identified the lots that make

up the subdivision and mailed out self-

addressed stamped envelopes along with a

petition to approve a renaming. To approve

the name change, 30 homeowners will have to

sign the petition. The council is waiting to

receive a response before going forward.

Dateline: California
A landlord in Silicon Valley is renting a studio
out to two cats for $1,500 per month.
According to KPIX-5 in San Francisco,
Victoria Amith, a freshman at Azusa Pacific
University in Southern California wasn’t
allowed to bring her two pets with her to live
in her college dorms. Her father was unable to
keep them at his house, because they allegedly
fought with his fiancé’s dogs, so he came up
with a plan to deal with the crisis. He
approached David Callisch, who owned a
space for rent, and struck a deal to allow the
animals to live in a studio space. The studio
comes with a bathroom, shower and Apple
TV. There is no kitchen area. Callisch
reportedly feeds the cats every day and Amith
and her father visit regularly. Silicon Valley is
suffering from a public space shortage at the
moment, and studio apartments can cost
around $2,000 a month to rent. Amith says
the situation is only temporary and she plans
to live with the cats again once she finds her
own place. 

Dateline: China
A number of male Chinese pop stars have had
their ears blurred on television, prompting
speculation about whether the government is
banning depictions of men wearing earrings.
BBC News reports images of Chinese pop stars
with blurred earlobes have been going viral on
Weibo, China’s version of Twitter. Millions of
users took to the social media platform using
the hashtag #MaleTVStarsCantWearEarrings
to post still images of men with blurred ears
and to question if Chinese authorities had
explicitly ordered an “earring ban.” Many
criticized the move as gender stereotyping.
Last year China’s television regulators banned
the use of actors with tattoos or media that
depicted “hip-hop culture.” The government
also barred some programs for expressing
“overt admiration for Western lifestyles.” It is
unclear if the recent examples of censorship
were officially sanctioned, however. A
professor at the Chinese University of Hong
Kong’s School of Journalism and
Communications, Grace Leung, told CNN
that the earring ban could be influenced by
the government’s desire to “purify their pop
culture from the Western influence.”

Dateline: Iowa
A man won $1 on a lottery scratch ticket and
demanded the winnings be presented on a
giant check—the Iowa Lottery agreed.
According to WHO-13 in Iowa, Tyler Heep
bought the ticket with change he found in his
car last week. When he scratched it and found
that he’d won $1, he decided to go to the state
Lottery office to cash it in. He reportedly
asked that his “big prize” be delivered on a big
check, and was surprised when Lottery officials
acquiesced. Heep told reporters that he was led
to an area where the check was presented to
him and a photo was taken. “They decided to
treat me like a million dollar winner.” He
reportedly spent his winnings on half a gallon 
of gas. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to
josh@alibi.com.
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Legislature, What Legislature?
The state of the House

BY AUGUST MARCH

T
here is a state Legislature here. Like many
of the institutions in a world where the
USA has sowed representative

democracies, this one is bicameral. That is, it
is split into two halves, or two chambers as it
were. The Senate is the upper chamber and
the House is the lower chamber.

Composed of representatives we the
citizens elected, a legislative body decides on
the structure of the state, as represented by
laws. If you follow me so far, then good.

If not, I am now going to kindly suggest you
inquire of your most recent civics teacher. If
you didn’t have a civics teacher—or if they
failed to imbue you with the basic tools needed
to navigate this or that democratic republic—
you can probably blame your state Legislature.

Or you can get hep to it all by reading this.
While education and education reform—

heck the whole of the system seems under
review this year—are big on the Legislature’s
agenda, there are a heap of other issues that
our leaders must pay attention to now in order
to keep the ship of state afloat and cruising
through the desert even as harsh winds buffet
and seemingly idyllic shores await.

With that string of complex metaphorical
comparatives outta the way, but meaningfully
prefaced, here’s what you need to know as the
SS Nuevo Mexico steams away at the merry
roundhouse.

This week, Weekly Alibi takes a look at
legislation coming out of the lower chamber.
There are 278 bills, 3 joint memorials, 5 joint
resolutions, 8 memorials and 1 resolution
awaiting action in the New Mexico House of
Representatives. Here are some that caught
our reportorial attention.

One for You, 19 for Me
The taxation reform bill up for review this year
(HB 6) is both wide ranging and inclusive of
the progressive agenda generally espoused by
the Lujan Grisham administration.

Sponsored by Dem stalwarts Sheryl
Williams Stapleton, Antonio “Moe” Maestas,
Javier Martínez and Susan K. Herrera this
legislation would amount to a much-needed
tune-up of the the N.M. tax code.

HB 6 proposes providing for taxation of
certain internet sellers under the gross receipts
act, limiting the capital gains deduction from
net income, deeper regulation of corporate tax
reporting, increasing the gasoline tax in order
to provide for transportation infrastructure
funding, providing tax deductions for
temporary services and certain nonprofits and
taxation of hospitals according to the gross
receipts act.

Wages of Democracy
Representative Patricia Roybal Caballero is
sponsoring a bill that would raise the state
minimum wage from $7.50 an hour to $15 by
Jan. 2020. HB 46 further proposes a yearly cost
of living wage increase for our state’s workers,
based on annual consumer price indices
published by the US Department of labor.

A strong pro-labor statement, Caballero’s
legislation also calls for a 40 hour work week
with additional employee hours to be
compensated at one and one half of an
employee’s hourly rate.

Untroubled Lives
The definition of domestic violence and abuse
will be widened to include companion animals,
under proposed legislation brought to the house
this year by Representative Joanne J. Ferrary
(D-Las Cruces). HB 52 is an act “recognizing
harm or threatened harm to companion
animals” as a form of unlawful abuse.

Per the bill, Section 40-13-2 of the New
Mexico state law will be amended to add pets to
the list of potential victims of domestic
violence, a problem that has long and
consequentially plagued our state as it deals
with pervasive poverty and poor educational
outcomes.

As Wayne Coyne once told me: We live in a
brutal world, but we’ve made some progress.
That can be measured by the fact that we now
understand that animals are sentient, too.

Our Land is Life
The Healthy Soil Act (HB 204) and the

Environmental Review Act (HB 206) both

provide avenues to sustainability for our state’s

natural resources. Further, HB 233 would

appropriate funds to begin the long process of

uranium mine clean up in northern New Mexico.

According to the healthy soil bill,

introduced by Las Cruces conservationist

Nathan Small (D-Las Cruces) and Democratic

Senator Liz Stefanics, healthy soil practices

include maximizing biodiversity and

integrating animals into land management—

and that includes grazing animals and

beneficial insects, too!

Meanwhile HB 206 seeks funding to enact

the idea that “a healthful environment is of

fundamental importance to the public interest”

of this state. 

Regulating the process that gets us there

means requiring government agencies in the

Land of Enchantment to closely compare the

economic benefits of development plans to the

impact on public health, ecosystems and the

environment any such plans may have and to

provide reasonable sustainable alternatives if

environmental impacts outweigh economic

value. The bill is co-sponsored by

Representative Gail Chasey (D-Albuquerque)

and Democratic Senator Mimi Stewart.

D. Wonda Johnson, a Church Rock

Democratic Representative that serves

constituents in McKinley and Sandoval

Counties—both whom have areas within that

are part of the Navajo Nation—proposes

earmarking $250,000 to begin a study by

UNM’s Bureau of Business and Economic

Research which will aim to analyze economic

effects of uranium mining as well as to

determine the capacity of state agencies to

begin cleaning up the poisonous aftermath as

soon as possible.

Smoke that Frajo!
Further regulation of tobacco products in the

state are also on this year’s legislative agenda.

HB 256 would essentially ban e-cigarettes from

indoor use, as like traditional cigarettes, they

would be listed as part of the Clean Indoor

Act. HB 259 would limit or ban the use of

some tobacco products, while HB 260 calls for

banning flavored tobacco products. Cigarette

taxes would be increased if HB 261 gets the

signature of our new governor.

Better Health
Significantly, the Paid Family Medical Act

(HB 264) would provide an immeasurable

resource to many New Mexican working

families. Representative Christine Chandler’s

legislation would see to the creation and

implementation of a permanent trust fund to

administer and distribute monies to be used by

workers and their families when a medical

crisis, preventing normal working activities,

arises.

According to the language of the bill,

employees and employers would both be

required to contribute to the fund, with

employers carrying most of the financial

burden. Workers would only be charged one

half of one percent of their earnings while

companies would be on the hook for up to four

fifths of one percent of an employee’s net

annual earnings.

It’s a Crime
A sweeping reform of the criminal justice

system in New Mexico is also being

investigated by lawmakers, thanks to HB 267

sponsors, Daymon Ely (D-Corrales) Andrea

Romero (D-Santa Fe) and Senator Sander Rue

(R-District 23).

The massive reform bill has these essential

features: The bill requires the state sentencing

board to implement a data-sharing network,

add three members to that commission and to

share information bilaterally with the

Department of Public Safety; it specifies the

type of data that can be used for biometric

identification and also quantifies the

requirements for content and disposition of

arrest records.

Most importantly, Ely’s bill calls for more

money to be spent on crime prevention by

appropriating money to “develop, expand and

improve evidence-based treatment and

supervision alternatives to incarceration” and

to reduce barriers to participation in such

programs using pre-prosecution diversion or

specialty court programs.

Join us next week when Weekly Alibi takes a

look at resolutions, memorials and exactly what the

heck is emanating—could it be the smell of sausage

being made?—from the New Mexico Senate during

its ultra roomy 60-day tenure at the merry

Roundhouse.a

Roundhouse action PUBLIC DOMAIN
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PARCC Replaced
The controversial Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) is
being replaced by an older test.

Earlier this month, Gov. Michelle Lujan
Grisham signed an executive order ending the
use of PARCC, a standardized test adopted by
New Mexico in 2015. The Public Education
Department was tasked with finding a
replacement exam that is comparable to PARCC
and meets the federal Every Student Succeeds
Act.

Last week PED announced it would be using
the New Mexico Standards-Based Transition
Assessment of Mathematics and English
Language Arts as the transition test replacing
PARCC. This is the same test that was replaced
by PARCC, but officials say it follows a new plan
and meets federal requirements.

Critics have pointed out that the NMSBA is
outdated by several years. Outgoing Public
Education Secretary Christopher Ruszkowski
said it could cost around $10 million for the state
to develop a new test, according to Associated
Press. Educators for Elevating New Mexico
reportedly called the governor’s decision “ill-
informed” and members of the New Mexico
Teacher Leader Network criticized the change
being made without teacher input.

Authorities say a new test will be developed
for the 2019-2020 school year with input from
teachers and parents.

N.M. Ranked 48 in Child Poverty
A report found that the child poverty rate in New
Mexico dropped over 2018, but the state
continues to be rated as one of the worst in the
nation.

New Mexico Voices for Children published the
2018 New Mexico Kids Count Data Book last
week. The annual study analyzes “secondary
data and study findings provided by credible
research and data collection institutions both in
the state and the nation, such as the US Census
Bureau” to track the status and well-being of
children in four areas: economic well-being,
education, health and family, and community.

According to the report, New Mexico’s child
poverty rate improved slightly over last year, but
its ranking remained at 48th in the US.
According to the Associated Press, the rank
hasn’t changed because other states saw a much
greater improvement in their child poverty
ratings over the last year than New Mexico.

Overall, the report found the state failing in
all four areas of concern. New Mexico was
ranked 49th in economic well-being, 50th in
education, 48th in health and 49th in the family
and community.

Hundreds of N.M. Teachers Quit
A large number of public educators have quit
mid-year, leading some experts to worry that the
state’s education system is facing a crisis.

According to KRQE, hundreds of teachers
across the state have quit their jobs before the
school year even ended, leaving some students
with long-term substitutes. Authorities with
Albuquerque Public Schools say 477 teachers
have left since August, and 41 of them left within
the first 3 months. The Rio Rancho and Santa Fe
School districts each lost around 40 teachers
since the beginning of the school year. APS
reportedly said the numbers were typical.
President of the Albuquerque Teachers
Federation Ellen Bernstein told reporters last
week that the issue needs to be addressed,
however.  a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEENEWS | NEW MEXICO NEWS

The Singleton Rule
Court ruling sets stage for education reform

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

W
ith a billion dollars up for grabs and a
stinging District Court decision to live
up to, education is front and center at

the 2019 New Mexico Legislature.

A New Mexican Problem
In a milestone decision in a consolidated
lawsuit case, Yazzie/Martinez et al v State of New
Mexico, First Judicial District Judge Sarah
Singleton ruled that New Mexico public
schools violate a constitutional right to an
adequate education, of a broad swath of
students considered “at risk,” by failing to
provide them with an adequate education.

The 2014 lawsuit was filed by dozens of
plaintiffs, including several school districts,
and took on, in part, former Gov. Susanna
Martinez and her public education
administration for, among other things,
inadequate funding for low income students,
Native American students, English learners,
special needs and other marginalized students. 

Attorneys for the New Mexico Center on
Law and Poverty and the Mexican American
Legal Defense and Education Fund argued the
plaintiff ’s case during a summer of 2017 trial.
Judge Singleton said many things in her July
2018 ruling, and in her December 2018 600-
plus pages of “Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law.” The bottom line: The
state must sufficiently and comprehensively
fund public schools so that every student has
an equal opportunity to succeed, and she ruled
that the state constitution makes it so. “A
sufficient education is a right protected by the
New Mexico Constitution,” Singleton ruled.
Singleton said a plan must be in place by April
2019. 

Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham has said her
administration will not appeal the ruling.
That’s a good thing because the state has
already spent more than $4 million in legal
fees defending itself against the obvious. Per
the Anne E. Casey Foundation, New Mexico
was recently ranked as the worst state overall
to be a child. One out of every 10 students is
Native American, 3 out of 4 are low income, 1
in 7 are disabled, and 1 in 7 are English
language learners.

Legislative Remedies
Hearings are underway for both House and
Senate versions of an overall education bill.
These two bills are bipartisan and similar.
These bills, and many others, have or will be
introduced to address and implement Judge
Singleton’s rulings.

With that billion dollars in new oil and gas
money burning a hole in her pocket, Gov.
Lujan Grisham has said she wants to increase
public education spending by $500 million.
This, she says, will begin to address the wide

spectrum of education shortfalls across the
state’s 89 public school districts and its 97
public charter schools. These needs include
decades old crumbling infrastructure, low
teacher pay, the lack of up-to-date classroom
supplies like enough current textbooks and
technology, and the list goes on and on. 

Interestingly, both bills propose trying to
rein in the number of charter school students
statewide. Senate Bill 1 wants to cap
enrollment to 27,000 just slightly more than
the approximately 26,500 currently enrolled in
charter schools statewide. There are about
330,000 students total enrolled in public
schools. The Senate bill also proposes to set
the maximum enrollment for individual
charter schools based on the schools’
performance.

House Bill 5 proposes a moratorium on
opening any new charter schools. Charter
school proponents are pushing back, and say
this limits viable and practical options for the
very students the state is charged by the
District Court to educate, within New
Mexico’s unique cultural and economic milieu.
Opponents say charter schools get a
disproportionate amount of money over other
public schools.

These sweeping education bills are based
on the Transform Education NM Platform, a
comprehensive plan devised by many
stakeholders to repair our schools. The bills
call for a multicultural and bilingual
framework, changes in school funding
formulas, look to extend state funded pre-K
from half day to a full day, more funding for
grades K through 5, create a longer school day
overall, and these are just a few of the
proposals. The bills could go through
significant changes before they hear a vote in
their respective houses. Plaintiff attorneys in
the Singleton decision have said that these
bills are a start to meeting the judge’s mandate.

File Away!
As we hit our press deadline, House and
Senate members have filed at least 65 bills,
memorials and resolutions that impact
education. Lawmakers have until Feb. 14 to
introduce bills, and the session ends March
16.

Some of the other legislative proposals
filed so far include: more funding for school
based health centers; taking a hard look at
school armed security; increased after school
programs; addressing the need for seat belts in
school buses; standardizing bathroom policies
to incorporate all genders; medical marijuana
use for students while at school; help for
student diabetes management; increased
funding for reading, STEM and other
initiatives; Native American teacher
incentive pay, and many other pieces of
legislation addressing the state’s unique public
education needs.

These more peripheral bills do not include
capital outlay requests that schools submit to
help shore up crumbling school buildings.
Capital outlay bills are usually bundled
together in what is called the “pork barrel”
bill, referencing lawmakers bringing home the
bacon to their constituents. 

Keep Up
Otto von Bismarck once said, “If you like laws
and sausages, you should never watch either
one being made.” We here at Weekly Alibi
tend to disagree with the autocrat. Both need
vigorous watching because you never know
when something sneaky will happen. So with
that in mind, the state has a user friendly
website at nmlegis.gov with daily calendars,
links to search legislation filed and other
important information to help keep citizens
informed. And of course, keep your eyes on
Weekly Alibi for weekly updates. a

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF JANUARY 24-30

SUNDAY JANUARY 27SATURDAY JANUARY 26

THURSDAY JANUARY 24

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 30

TRUE HEARTS INVITED

Here’s some “Golden Girls” trivia for you: Did you
know that if you watch the “Golden Girls” for the
first time in 30 years, you’ll be shocked at how
much younger they seem? It’s true! While Blanche,
Rose, Dorothy and Sophia haven’t changed a bit,
your teeth have grown long, your wrinkles have
deepened. You’re catching up. Here’s another: If
you threw a party and invited everyone you knew,
who would bring the biggest gift? Well bring that
pal and confidant with you to The Kosmos
Restaurant this Thursday, Jan. 24, for “Golden
Girls” Trivia Night. Tickets cost $30 and each one
covers a team of up to six people. Enjoy food, fun
prizes and drink specials starting at 6pm. THE

KOSMOS 1715 FIFTH STREET NW, 6PM alibi.com/v/69im.

(Joshua Lee) a

SIP SOUP FOR A GOOD CAUSE

Roadrunner Food Bank’s annual Souper
Bowl has been a favorite event for Albuquerque
families for years and, as always, a really
stacked cast of restaurants are showing up.
Chefs from up to 40 local restaurants come
to the event with their best soup and dessert
recipes to win over the judges and the
people’s choice vote. Some of the great
raffle prizes this year include two roundtrip
tickets on Southwest Airlines! The tasting
and festivities begin at 11am on Saturday,
Jan. 26 and go until 2pm. All proceeds go to
helping Roadrunner Food Bank’s mission to
feed over 70,000 hungry people in New
Mexico each week. Tickets are $50 per adult,
$15 per child (5 to 12), and the under-5-
year-olds get in free. Tickets can be purchased
online at rrfb.org or by calling 505-349-
8909. ROADRUNNER FOOD BANK 5840 OFFICE BLVD

NE, 11AM TO 2PM alibi.com/v/67v1. (Robin Babb) a

PRESS ON

Few inventions are said to have changed human society
more than the printing press. Invented by a German dude
named Johannes Gutenberg in the 15th century, the
printing press allowed for mass replication of the written
word for the first time, replacing the traditional painstaking
processes, generally handled by men (and religious men,
no less), of copying texts by hand. Digital printing presses
have begun yet again to revolutionize production of
printed material, as they make it possible to economically
print small volumes of books or other materials. If you are
curious about how those old-fashioned movable type
presses worked, though, you’re in luck. Bill Farmer gives a
free public demonstration of the old-time printing
press at the Special Collections Library on Thursday,
Jan. 24 at 5:30pm. SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY 423 CENTRAL

AVE NE, 5:30 TO 6:30PM alibi.com/v/67bu. (Alisa Valdes) a

DUDE, THERE’S FREE STUFF AT MAPLE STREET

Ever been to a clothing swap? It’s a
helluva good time. People just bring in
sacks and bins of old clothing and
everyone exchanges to their heart’s content.
Things we’ve heard of people scoring from
clothing swaps: Jimmy Choo heels, Valentino
bags, nice leather gear, brand new makeup,
vintage costumes, brand new clothes and
so many more unexpected treasures. While
this Community Clothing Swap doesn’t
guarantee high-end apparel for the taking,
there is a great variety to sort through.
Maple Street Dance Space hosts the
swap on Sunday, Jan. 27 from 5:15 to
7:15pm and accepts donations throughout
the evening. All ages are welcome to
bring their clean women’s, men’s and
kids’ clothing and accessories as well as
snacks or beverages to share. Not only do
you get to bring a home a bag or two of
newfound accouterments, but everything
left over doesn’t go to waste. The leftover garments go to Vision Zero Albuquerque and Thrift-A-Lot, in support
of Transgender Resource Center. MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE 3215 CENTRAL AVE NE, 5:15 TO 7:15PM alibi.com/v/69il. (Mayo

Lua de Frenchie) a

A PRETTY FOWL DAY

The Bosque del Apache Wildlife Refuge
is famous the world over among birders
because of the diversity of feathered
creatures to be found there. The Museum
of Natural History in Albuquerque has put
together a pretty cool guided day-trip on
Sunday, Jan. 27 from 10am to 9pm, for
folks interested in experiencing the refuge.
The trip includes an optional van ride to
the refuge (space is limited) and, once
there, a non-optional bus tour through the
wilderness, headed by naturalists who help
observers identify the various species of
winged wonders. You should bring a sack
lunch, but dinner is provided in Socorro as
part of the tour fee, which ranges from $68
to $74. NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL

HISTORY AND SCIENCE 1801 MOUNTAIN RD NW,

10AM TO 9PM alibi.com/v/67fy. (Alisa Valdes) a

BANJOS ARE COOL
NOW

Galway, Ireland-based band We
Banjo 3 combines the Celtic tunes
of their heritage with American
bluegrass, creating a fusion genre
they like to call “Celtgrass.” Their
virtuosic banjo, fiddle, guitar and
mandolin make for a plucky brew
that’s good for dancing in the aisles
to. Think of The Lumineers but like,
more Irish. On Wednesday, Jan. 30
We Banjo 3 plays at South Broadway
Cultural Center for a night that will
certainly leave your toes tapping for

days after. Doors open at 7pm and music is 7:30 to 10pm. This show is open to all ages. Tickets are $15 to
$20 in advance or $22 the day of show, so buy yours early through Eventbrite or by calling 505-886-1251.
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER 1025 BROADWAY BLVD SE, 7:30 TO 10PM alibi.com/v/68x3. (Robin Babb) a

IMAGE COURTESY OF ROADRUNNER FOOD BANK

IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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CALENDAR
THURSDAY JAN 24
DENNIS CHAVEZ COMMUNITY CENTER Law-La-Palooza Legal
Fair. Attorneys provide free legal consultations to the public on
a first come, first serve basis. 715 Kathryn Ave SE. 3-6pm.
814-5033. alibi.com/v/68ya.

LAS PUERTAS Horizons ABQ Fifth Anniversary Celebration with
Jimmy Santiago Baca. The tuition-free academic enrichment
program celebrates five years with a dinner and keynote address
from American poet and writer Jimmy Santiago Baca. 1512 First
Street NW. $150. Noon. 898-6388. alibi.com/v/66qy.

TONY HILLERMAN LIBRARY Discover the BioPark. Visit the
Discovery Station booth and meet ambassador animals, including
an African Pygmy Falcon and an African Pygmy Hedgehog. 8205
Apache Ave NE. 3:30-5pm. ALL-AGES! 291-6264.
alibi.com/v/67lk.

LEARN
AZBUQA RUSSIAN SCHOOL Introduction to Russian. Explore
the language and culture of Russia in this beginner class and
learn practical ways to use vocabulary and grammar in real-life
situations. 308 High St SE. 6-8pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/61kv.

INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER Panel: How to Grow A
Business In-Person, Online and Through Social Media. A series
of interactive small business events. Please RSVP. All workshops
include Spanish language translation services. 2401 12th Street
NW. 4:30-6pm. 843-7270. alibi.com/v/69ae.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Printing Press Demonstration.
Special guest Bill Farmer gives a tour of the library’s press room.
Try your hand at setting type and participate in a demonstration
of one of the replica and antique printing presses. 423 Central
Ave NE. 5:30-6:30pm. ALL-AGES! 848-1376. alibi.com/v/67bu.

THREE SISTERS KITCHEN Cash Flow Management. A series of
interactive small business events. Please RSVP. All workshops
include Spanish language translation services. 109 Gold St SW.
Noon-1pm. alibi.com/v/69ad.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
AMETHYST WELLNESS CENTER New Year, New Woman: Self
Empowerment At Work and Home. An empowering presentation
from Dr. Lee Medina followed by a short meditation exercise.
7050 Barstow St NE. 4:30pm. alibi.com/v/68e3.

BEAR CANYON SENIOR CENTER Dancing with the Bars. A move-
ment exercise form of dancing to the bars of music as well as a
total body workout. Classes focus on stretching and strengthening
with music ranging from choral arrangments to funk. 4645 Pitt
NE. $2. 8:30-9:15am. ALL-AGES! 332-0446. alibi.com/v/5oc9.

CASA FLAMENCA Adult and Youth Beginner to Intermediate
Flamenco Dance. Learn sevillanas and tangos as well as how to
do palmas associated with the palo, the rhythm. For ages 11
and up. 5:30-6:30pm. alibi.com/v/64xv. Also, Adult and Youth
Intermediate to Advanced Flamenco Dance. Learn foundational
elements as well as rhythmic and stylized footwork. Students
also learn eight turns, combinations and recursos de baile or
tools for dance. Five or more years of experience required. 401
Rio Grande Blvd NW. $30-$160. 6:30-7:30pm. 247-0622.
alibi.com/v/64zl.

FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Flamenco Adult Classes. Beginner and
intermediate dancers welcome with work study available for those
who qualify. 1010 Coal Ave SW. $120. 5:30-8pm. 13+.
503-6040. alibi.com/v/67pp.

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF YOGA 300 Hour Ayur vedic Yoga
Specialist Teacher Training. Learn to teach and deepen the under-
standing of yoga. This training qualifies for RYT-500 designation
with Yoga Alliance. $3,250. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/60qz. Also,
Beginner Yoga with Maria. Go through the postures of a basic
sun salutation, beginner breath exercises and savasana. Other
basic yoga postures are covered, building slowly to ensure correct
alignment and modifications for each person. 1111 Carlisle Blvd
SE. $10-$45. 6-7pm. 18+. 268-0918. alibi.com/v/68pi.

FRIDAY JAN 25
EXPO NEW MEXICO Supernationals. See 200 hot rods, custom
cars and trucks, motorcycles and musclecars competing for cash
and prizes. This is a family event with Hot Wheels racing, model
car contest, art, jewelry and more. 300 San Pedro Dr NE. $5-$17.
Noon-9pm. ALL-AGES! 332-9222. alibi.com/v/68fb.

KIDS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Street Dance Locking Class. Kids
and adults learn this basic dance move. 3215 Central Ave NE.
$12. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 440-6265. alibi.com/v/5ki6.

LEARN
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
Privacy and Security Best Practices. A series of interactive small
business events. Please RSVP. All workshops include Spanish
language translation services. 10-11am. alibi.com/v/69af. Also,
Selling Successfully Online. 310 San Pedro Dr NE. Noon-1pm.
222-0778. alibi.com/v/69ag.

SPORTS
ALL OUT ZONE Date Night. Bring a date and have endless fun
as you enjoy unlimited battle bubbles and Nerf battle play like
an adult should. 10000 Coors Bypass NW. $35. 6-9pm.
ALL-AGES! 200-0059. alibi.com/v/5qnz.

CANNABIS
GREEN JEANS FARMERY Cannabis 101. A seniors’ overview of
CBD and THC with Dr. Geneva Thompson. 3600 Cutler Ave NE.
10am-noon. ALL-AGES! 348-5599. alibi.com/v/69ak.

SATURDAY JAN 26
ABQ BBQ Speed Dating for Twenty- and Thirtysomethings. Speed
dating is the perfect way to have 5 to 7 dates in one night with
a series of 5-minute dates with up to 20 singles. 7520 Fourth
Street NW. $20. 2-4pm. 21+. 361-2278. alibi.com/v/67zw.

EXPO NEW MEXICO Supernationals. 300 San Pedro Dr NE.
$5-$17. Noon-9pm. ALL-AGES! See 1/25 listing.

JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Local Podcast Panel Discussion.
Three local podcast creators provide a discussion about their
podcasts, how they started and more. The podcasters are Erin
Barrio, Lou Lafrado and Jennifer Spoelma. 3407 Juan Tabo Blvd
NE. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 291-6260. alibi.com/v/68vf.

KIDS
ALBUQUERQUE VERIZON SMART STORE Verizon Innovative
Learning Lab. An opportunity for kids ages 8 to 12 to explore
technology and learn new skills through hands-on, experiential
technology workshops designed to foster greater student interest
in STEM subjects. 6230 Paseo Del Norte NE. 10am-4pm. (734)
778-9068. alibi.com/v/66ta.

CASA FLAMENCA Beginner Kids Flamenco Dance. Learn five
sounds of flamenco footwork and gain a foundation in body
movement and rhythms. For ages 6 to 10. 401 Rio Grande Blvd
NW. $60. 10-11am. 247-0622. alibi.com/v/668k.

FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Flamenco Kids’ Classes. World class
training. No child turned away due to financial reasons. All ages,
races, genders, colors and religions are welcome. 1010 Coal Ave
SW. $0-$80. 10-11am. ALL-AGES! 503-6040. alibi.com/v/67p5.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE HISPANO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE Build A
Website with Weebly. A series of interactive small business events.
Please RSVP. All workshops include Spanish language translation
services. 10-11am. alibi.com/v/69ah. Also, Getting Started with
Square. 1309 Fourth Street SW. Noon-1:30pm. 842-9003.
alibi.com/v/69ai.

ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Composting in
Tumbler Bins. Learn the basics of home composting in the desert.
The science, art, materials, methods, choices and benefits are
covered with emphasis on successful use of tumbling bin
containers. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 1:30-4pm. 897-8831.
alibi.com/v/692i.

GUTIERREZ-HUBBELL HOUSE Pruning and Tree Care. Learn to
get the most from trees via selection, care, preventing pests and
disease, and propagation. A tour of the heritage orchard follows
and participants apply their knowledge to the property’s fruit
trees. 6029 Isleta Blvd SW. 9am-noon. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/68zj.

NEW MEXICO RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION Alcohol Ser ver
Certification. This class meets the requirement for mandatory
alcohol server education for all persons serving or selling alcohol
in N.M. Must be 19 years or older with valid, non-expired iden-
tification to attend. 9201 Montgomery NE. $30. 10am-3pm.
343-9848. alibi.com/v/67f5.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Healthcare Challenges Facing
Tribal Nations. Dr. Terrance W. Sloan, retired Chief of Staff of the
Gallup Indian Medical Center, presents various clinical cases to
provide an understanding of health care challenges faced by
Native Americans. 423 Central Ave NE. 10am-noon. 848-1376.
alibi.com/v/697n.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CASA FLAMENCA Adult and Youth Beginner to Intermediate
Flamenco Dance. 5:30-6:30pm. Also, Adult and Youth
Intermediate to Advanced Flamenco Dance. 401 Rio Grande
Blvd NW. $30-$160. 6:30-7:30pm. See 1/24 listing.

ODDFELLOWS HALL, Santa Fe Santa Fe Contra Dance. N.M.
Folk Music and Dance Society holds a contra dance with live
music by ATC String Band and caller Katherine Bueler. 1125
Cerrillos Rd. $8-$9. 7-10:30pm. ALL-AGES! (505) 983-3168.
alibi.com/v/68wo.

SAUMYA AYURVEDA, Corrales Science of Pranayama with Pandit
Dabral. The yogi brings his knowledge of yoga and Sanskrit to
Corrales. 4406 Corrales Rd. $75. 10am-3pm. 18+. (612)
743-4289. alibi.com/v/68wl.
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SUNDAY JAN 27
EX NOVO BREWERY, Corrales ArtsAlive! The Art of Brewing. Enjoy
sneak preview tours of the new brewery plus a special art exhibit
and a food truck. 4895 Corrales Rd. 1-5pm. ALL-AGES! (301)
613-8166. alibi.com/v/68wi.

EXPO NEW MEXICO Supernationals. 300 San Pedro Dr NE.
$5-$17. Noon-9pm. ALL-AGES! See 1/25 listing.

MANZANO DEL SOL Death Cafe. Engage in a conversation to
increase awareness of death to make the most of our finite lives.
Drink tea or coffee, eat cake or cookies and discuss mortality
issues. RSVP requested. 5201 Roma Ave. NE. 3-5pm. 21+.
265-7215. alibi.com/v/67jq.

SKIDMORE’S HOLIDAY BOWL Grand Re-Opening Month of Giving:
Supportive Housing Coalition of N.M. Bowl, play games and help
support the housing coalition to prevent and reduce homelessness
and increase quality of life for people with behavioral health
issues. 7515 Lomas Blvd NE. 9am-11:55pm. ALL-AGES!
255-3643. alibi.com/v/68ii.

LEARN
ST. ANDREW PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Martínez and Yazzie:
Transforming Public Education in N.M. Hear a panel speak on
the case and what it means for our public schools with an oppor-
tunity to talk with other community members about this issue
in small group conversations. 5301 Ponderosa Ave NE. 3-5pm.
13+. 881-9626. alibi.com/v/697k.

SPORTS
SANDIA PREP SCHOOL 35 and Older Ultimate Frisbee Pickup
Game. All experience levels play for fun. 532 Osuna Rd NE.
10-11:30am. 344-1671. alibi.com/v/5u83.

OUTDOOR
CERRILLOS HILLS STATE PARK VISITOR CENTER, Cerrillos Skies
of our Ancestors. By carefully observing patterns of celestial
movement, our ancestors developed techniques to ensure survival.
Learn about their skills, how to protect and enjoy the nighttime
environment. 37 Main St. 2-4pm. ALL-AGES! 474-0196.
alibi.com/v/68j0.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE
Bird of the Bosque del Apache: Field Trip. A journey to see thou-
sands of birds at N.M.’s world-famous refuge south of Socorro.
Drive there or ride in the museum van. Registration required.
1801 Mountain Rd NW. $68-$75. 10am-9pm. 18+. 841-2800.
alibi.com/v/67fy.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Yoga With a View.
Begin Sunday with an invigorating yoga session. Class fees include
a donation to the Open Space Alliance. 9am. alibi.com/v/68ep.
Also, 6500 Coors Blvd NW. $5-$15. Noon. See previous listing.
897-8831.

LOTUS TREE AYURVEDA Prayer and Meditation Group. Learn
stilling the mind, concentration and meditation practices. No
previous experience needed. 7015 Fourth Street. $12-$40.
9-10am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/63u7.

SAUMYA AYURVEDA, Corrales Surya Vijnana Surya Namaskar.
The yogi brings his knowledge of yoga and Sanskrit to Corrales.
4406 Corrales Rd. $75. 10am-3pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/68wm.

MONDAY JAN 28
SANTA FE COMMUNITY CONVENTION CENTER, Santa Fe 2019
Legislative Reception. Guests from all over N.M. gather to enjoy
hors-d’oeuvres while networking, connecting and advocating for
statewide businesses. 201 Marcy Street. $40-$350. 5-7:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 988-3279. alibi.com/v/66tu.

KIDS
CASA FLAMENCA Percussion and Cajon for Homeschool Kids
Class. No experience necessary but a cajon is required. For ages
8 to 12. 401 Rio Grande Blvd NW. $60. 10-11am. 247-0622.
alibi.com/v/6680.

LEARN
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Chinese New Year Spinning Drum.
Celebrate the Chinese New Year in style with an easy to make
and play spinning drum. All materials are provided while supplies
last. 8081 Central Ave NW. 4:30-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 768-4320.
alibi.com/v/67bh.

NEW MEXICO VETERANS HOSPITAL N.M. VA Hospital Veterans
Outreach. Veterans learn about the nuances and complicated
details regarding the VA and state veterans benefits. Bring your
DD-214 form. 1501 San Pedro SE. 10am-3pm. 383-2414.
alibi.com/v/68ik.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
THE DAILY GRIND Top 10 Make-N-Take. This class illustrates the
many uses of the top 10 oils. With these oils and a book, support
80 percent of health needs. RSVP required. 4360 Cutler Ave NE.
$10. 5:30-7pm. ALL-AGES! 358-8795. alibi.com/v/699c.

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF YOGA Beginner Yoga with Stephanie.
Go through the postures of a basic sun salutation, beginner
breath exercises and savasana. Other basic yoga postures are
covered, building slowly to ensure correct alignment and modi-
fications for each person. 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. $10-$45.
6-7pm. 18+. 268-0918. alibi.com/v/68m1.

TUESDAY JAN 29
KIDS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Street Dance Locking Class.
3215 Central Ave NE. $12. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! See 1/25 listing.

LEARN
SELF SERVE Kinky and Curious: Navigating Play and the BDSM
Lifestyle. Explore what is expected of a new person entering the
scene, all the need-to-know information, motivations behind play,
safety and more. 3904 Central Ave SE. $20. 7:30pm. 18+.
265-5815. alibi.com/v/67e8.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CASA FLAMENCA Adult and Youth Beginner to Intermediate
Flamenco Dance. 5:30-6:30pm. Also, Adult and Youth
Intermediate to Advanced Flamenco Dance. 401 Rio Grande
Blvd NW. $30-$160. 6:30-7:30pm. See 1/24 listing.

FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Flamenco Adult Classes. 1010 Coal
Ave SW. $120. 5:30-8pm. 13+. See 1/24 listing.

LLOYD SHAW DANCE CENTER Newcomer Swing and Latin
Classes. Explore a different set of dances in each class.
Understand the similarities and differences between each dance
to learn multiple dances at the same time, in a fun method.
5506 Coal SE. $5-$10. 6:30-8pm. 15+. 948-1579.
alibi.com/v/68bl.

LOTUS TREE AYURVEDA Prayer and Meditation Group. 7015
Fourth Street. $12-$40. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! See 1/27 listing.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER ¡Baile!: Rueda de
Casino (Cuban Salsa) Dance Class. This class is geared for
teenagers and adults of beginner and intermediate levels. Learn
footwork, partner skills and choreography. No experience neces-
sary. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/67y4. Also, In order to
participate in this class, dancers must know how to keep time,
closed position calls, dame, enchufla and outside turns. For
intermediate and advanced dancers. 1701 Fourth Street SW.
$5–$10. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! 246-2261. alibi.com/v/67yp.

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF YOGA Yoga for Inflexible Athletes. A
six-week course to enhance athletic performance, prevent injuries
and increase flexibility. 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. $10-$45. 6-7pm.
18+. 268-0918. alibi.com/v/68no.

WEDNESDAY JAN 30
ELDORADO HOTEL & SPA, Santa Fe Planned Parenthood: Toast
of the Town. Enjoy hors d’oeuvres and cocktails with special guest
Cecile Richards. Celebrate the exciting wins from 2018 and hear
about PP priorities for 2019. 309 W San Francisco St.
5:30-7:30pm. alibi.com/v/68zd.

LEARN
ESTHER BONE MEMORIAL LIBRARY, Rio Rancho Police
Information Exchange: Auto Theft and Burglary Prevention. Hear
about ways to decrease the chances of being a victim of burglary
or auto theft, as a Rio Rancho Police Sergeant provides tips on
preventing these types of crimes. 950 Pinetree SE. 10am-noon.
18+. 891-5012. alibi.com/v/66nx.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
DASH121 Grand Opening: All-in-One Fitness, Health and Beauty
Facility. Learn about the new facility and all it offers to the commu-
nity. 6201 Jefferson St NE. 4pm. ALL-AGES! 916-0590.
alibi.com/v/66qu.

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF YOGA Fire and Flow: Vinyasa Yoga.
Jen leads an all-levels 6-week series of powerful flow yoga classes,
tapping into the vital solar energy needed to flourish through
the cold winter months. 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. $10-$45. 6-7pm.
18+. 268-0918. alibi.com/v/68pc.

ONGOING
NOTICES
IRVING VILLAGE Open Air Market and Container Village. 4349
Irving Blvd NW. ALL-AGES! 250-2487. alibi.com/v/65hg.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Winter and Spring Dance Classes
Session. Offering community classes for kids, teens and adults
including contemporary, ballet, jazz, hip-hop, creative movement,
mixed ability and adaptive dance as well as fine wine dance for
ages 55+. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. ALL-AGES! 224-9808.
alibi.com/v/66ti.

MEALS ON WHEELS OFFICE Volunteer Orientation: Meals on
Wheels. 5901 Harper Dr NE. 18+. 823-8064. alibi.com/v/5xgi.

SANTA FE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Santa Fe SFCC High School
Equivalency/GED Application Period Open Classes. 6401 Richards
Ave. $25. 428-1433. alibi.com/v/5jji.
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Not Asked, Not Told
Acclaimed Baldwin documentary dogged by accusations of bi-erasure

religious fundamentalism and the traditional
male role norm of status than Whites.” The
reason? A hellish combination of conservative
religiosity and generalized emasculation via
ostracism in the greater (read racist) society.

Further complicating the issue is the fact
that Peck, 65, is from Haiti, a nation that
consistently ranks as among the worst in the
world when it comes to the rights of LGBT
people, where homophobia is even more overt
than it is among African American men. That
in and of itself is no reason to suspect
homophobia, of course. But Peck is also the
former minister of culture for Haiti’s
government—the same government that in
2017 made it illegal for anyone to publicly
announce support for any LGBT person. So,
no, I don’t think it was mere coincidence that
his documentary glosses over Baldwin’s
sexuality, and I don’t think we should give him
or this film a free pass on the omission. It
should be impossible to speak of Baldwin and
his perspective as a perpetual outsider without
linking it to all the ways in which he was
marginalized. 

Albuquerque poet Gabe Reyes, who also
identifies as a bisexual man of color, said he
thinks the erasure of Baldwin’s sexuality might
also be due to his having been bisexual rather
than gay or straight. “Bisexuality often gets
erased within our media and societal
dialogues,” said Reyes in an interview with
Weekly Alibi. “It’s almost as if people consider
it too complicated to display someone being
attracted to people of multiple other genders.
They pick and choose whatever sexuality is
most convenient for the story they’re trying to
tell, which often is heterosexuality because
that’s still considered society’s ‘normal.’ Even
within spaces occupied by people of color we
still have to acknowledge prejudices that
remain and open up a truly intersectional
dialogue.”

I do wonder what Baldwin himself would
make of all this. I suspect he would raise a
brow and give his famous world-weary, wry,
thoughtfully sad smile and say, as he once did:
“I am what time, circumstance, history have
made of me, certainly, but I am also much
more than that. So are we all.” a

BY ALISA VALDES

L
et’s talk about James Baldwin. You know,
the award-winning American novelist,
playwright, essayist, intellectual and social

critic. James Baldwin. And, more specifically
… —well, no. Hang on. 

First, let’s get the obligatory
newsworthiness bit out of the way, so that I
can at least pretend to be inflicting
journalism upon you by giving you a timely
and local reason I’m presently discussing a
writer who died of stomach cancer in 1987:
Albuquerque’s KiMo Theatre will be
screening director Raoul Peck’s 2017 Oscar-
nominated documentary about Baldwin, I Am
Not Your Negro, Thursday, Jan. 24 at 7pm.
The screening will be followed by a discussion
with local authors about Baldwin’s legacy and
importance. There. All done.

Okay. Now then. James Baldwin. He was
easily one of the best writers, social critics and
intellectuals our nation has ever produced.
Born in New York City in 1924, he wrote
about whatever interested him, and frequently
those things included the different ways people
classified themselves and each other in the
United States, and how those caste systems
impacted the psychology of humans and the
sociology within which they functioned.
Baldwin, who himself was identified as
bisexual and black, tackled intersectionality
before it was even a thing. Hell, it’s barely
even a thing now. He was not only ahead of
his time, he was in many ways even ahead of
our time too, and as such opted eventually to
move to France because there he had more
freedom to be seen as just a writer, no other
qualifier or marginalization necessary as it
seemed to be in the United States. In France,
he wasn’t seen as a black writer or a gay writer;
he was seen as an important American writer,
period.

Baldwin’s openness about his sexuality was
present from the start. His second novel,
Giovanni’s Room, written in 1956, was about
men in love with one another. It was who he
was. So why, some are asking, did Peck choose
in this documentary to ignore Baldwin’s
sexuality? Why did the director choose to
highlight one aspect of Baldwin’s self, struggles
and writings (the black one) while
simultaneously completely erasing another
(the bisexual one)? And, more importantly,
should we be offended? 

I Am Not Your Negro has been lauded and
applauded for its many merits by mainstream
critics; but others take issue with its erasure of
Baldwin’s sexuality. An essay by Preston
Mitchum in ThinkProgress blasted the
documentary for failing to “reflect the totality
of [Baldwin’s] life.” Many others did likewise.

Interestingly, one of the nation’s leading
LGBT publications, The Advocate, took a
different approach to I Am Not Your Negro,
saying that “it is not only a must-see but one
that should be studied and absorbed over many
viewings.” Critic Daniel Reynolds said outrage
about Baldwin’s sexuality being glossed over in
Peck’s documentary is misplaced. “But I Am

Not Your Negro is not a biography,” he wrote.
“It is a lesson, and one that is desperately
needed in a world still rattled by police
violence, protest, and hate crimes. As Baldwin
remarked, ‘History is not in the past. It is the
present.’ ”

Indeed, Reynolds seems to say, it is as
unnecessary to mention Baldwin’s sexuality in
this documentary as it would be to mention
the sexuality of any other person in making a
film about their writings on society, class and
race.

I Am Not Your Negro is a film based upon
30 pages of an unfinished manuscript Baldwin
began writing about the assassinations of three
of his close friends: Martin Luther King Jr.,
Malcom X and Medgar Evers. Narrated by
Samuel L. Jackson, the film is a powerful piece
that, given how long Baldwin has been gone,
is nothing short of prescient, as he tells us
things like “People denied the American
dream will wreck it.”

Nonetheless, there are many in the LGBT
community who would have liked to see Peck
make more of Baldwin’s sexuality. 

What are we to do with this documentary,
then? What are we to do with its accolades
and criticisms? What are we to do with the
fact that all these years later, at a point in
American culture when we are said to be
embracing intersectionality, Peck still seems
incapable of describing the black-power part of
Baldwin without sweeping the openly bisexual
part of Baldwin under the proverbial rug, even
though Baldwin himself was very open about
his sexuality, and wrote at least two books
about it? 

It is too convenient, contextually, to
dismiss the erasure of Baldwin’s sexuality in
this documentary as an oversight or the
product of focusing only on one aspect of his
writings. 

To wit: Numerous studies, including one
from Daboin, Peterson and Parrot published in
the American Psychological Association
journal Cultural Diversity and Ethnic Minority in
2015, have demonstrated that homophobia
exists to a far greater degree in African
American men than it does among white
American men. The authors concluded that
“Blacks reported greater endorsement of

You’re Fired
Entire staff of Warehouse 508 laid off

without notice

In a move Friday that stunned the local arts
community, the board of directors for New Mexico
Xtreme Sports Association, Inc. (NMXSports) laid
off the entire management team of its arts wing,
Warehouse 508, effective immediately.

The employees who were laid off are longtime
Program Director April Freeman; Minister of
Culture Freddy Lopez; Venue Manager Roberto
Reyes; and Outreach Coordinator and Poetry
Ambassador Mercedez Holtry. 

NMXSports board President Jacqueline Vigil,
Card Services Supervisor for US Eagle Federal
Credit Union, told Weekly Alibi the layoffs are part
of a broader “internal restructuring” that included
the hiring of a new NMXSports director, Terry
Gonzalez two months ago. Gonzalez came to the
organization from Los Angeles, where he’d worked
with after-school programs.

Freeman said the board had been wanting to
replace the staff for about a year, but that the
former director refused to fire them. Freeman said
the restructuring was likely due to budget shortfalls
due in part to climate change and also to the
board’s complacency with fundraising. Until
recently, the major fundraiser for the organization
had been sales of ski lift passes with special
privileges, totaling about $100,000 a year in
revenue. 

“With climate change and less snow, that
dropped to about $30,000,” said Freeman. “And
the board did nothing to replace those funds.
They’ve been completely hands off, to the point of
ignoring us.” 

Freeman also said there was disconnect
between the board members, who were mostly
corporate types, and the 508 staff, who were
unabashedly “all about social justice and
empowering the community.” Warehouse 508
classes included break dancing, poetry, rock and
pop songwriting, recording and performance, hip-
hop dancing, fashion design, screen printmaking,
DJing, mural arts and photography.

The other members of the board who hired
Gonzalez include Patrick Baldonado, Vice
President of Bank of New Mexico; Cynthia Hughes,
a registered nurse; Duane Kinsley, owner of Sports
Systems; Wallace Ashley, an architect; Eric Garay,
Quality Assurance Coordinator for the Forest
Service; and Tomas Sanchez, an on-air radio
personality with iHeart Media. 

Vigil said that the mission of the organization
was “primarily sports,” and said that would be
taken into account in the restructuring. The official
mission of the group, however, reads: “Bringing
youth to non-traditional, life-long sports and the
creative arts,” according to the organization’s
website.

“Arts is where all the funding came from,” said
Freeman, who was program director at Warehouse
508 for nine years. The facility’s funding came
through three-year RFP contracts with the City of
Albuquerque’s Family and Community Services
department, and was earmarked for a teen art
center. 

It is possible, according to Freeman, that the
city opted not to renew 508’s RFP contract this
year, because it was the first time in nine years that
other organizations also applied for the funding.
(The city has chosen the winner but not announced
it yet.) Freeman also said it looked as though the
city could be intentionally starving Warehouse 508
with an eye towards selling the building to the
Garcia family (of car dealership fame) who recently
purchased the Youth Dance Institute building next
door and, she said, “have been gobbling up a bunch
of property Downtown.”

Vigil said forthcoming arts programs at
Warehouse 508, taught by contract teachers and
slated to start in February, “probably won’t be
affected” by the layoffs. “We have a great stable of
teachers,” she said.

But Freeman is not so sure. “I don’t know how
many of our teachers will feel safe working there
with us gone,” she said. “The community is pretty
upset right now.” a

Novelist, playwright and social critic James Baldwin MOTTKE WEISSMAN
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BY ALISA VALDES

T
he famous photographer Ansel Adams once
said of New Mexico that it was “the most
completely beautiful place I have ever seen.”

Adams’ sentiment has been shared by other
famous photographers over the years, with many
coming here to shoot at one point or another,
including Diane Arbus, Manuel Alvarez Bravo
and Annie Liebowitz, to name a few.

It should come as no surprise, then, that with
the radical democratization of visual art afforded
by the internet, and especially by Instagram, in
recent years there has been a blossoming of
photographic talent native to this state, as gifted
local photographers find audiences online. In the
past, such photographers would have needed
connections in the big art centers of the world in
order to reach this sort of following.

What follows are short biographies and
sample photos from two such photographers, the
first installment in a series where we’ll highlight
local artists and photographers who’ve found
devoted organic audiences online and without
traditional management or marketing. 

Tanner Ausome Williams, 34
Instagram: @tannerausome
You won’t find Taos’ Tanner Ausome Williams
rubbing elbows with the rich art crowd up north,
or anywhere really. Where you will find him?
Hanging out with his muddy three-legged dog in
their tiny off-the-grid one-room adobe house
with the composting toilet, on the outskirts of
town; slinging beers as a barkeep at Taos Mesa
Brewing, where he cheerfully gabs with the locals
and rarely talks about himself or his artwork; and
most of all, roaming around northern New
Mexico with his camera, taking pictures.

The caption he wrote on a recent profile
selfie he posted to Facebook summed up
Williams’ pared-down lifestyle and artistry: “All
you kids need to make sure you stay in school
and study hard. That way you can get a degree
from a good college. Otherwise you could end up
like this guy. A happy underemployed bum with
too much spare time on his hands. Remember
there is safety in complacency. This sort of
freedom could cause the urge to strike out on
dangerous adventures. Wandering aimlessly
around the world like some sort of crazy person.
Living in comfortable squalor on some

godforsaken piece of land, all alone, and
surrounded by nothing but magnificent scenery.
Living in a house with no running water, and
having to depend solely on the abundant rays of
sunshine blasting the earth every second to
power your household needs. Seldom being able
to shower, and always questioning whether or
not you smell good enough to go out in public.”

The city of Taos recently caught wind of
Williams’ work and, to his great surprise,
purchased some of his photos to put on banners
to hang around town. Williams shrugs off the
attention, saying that his own existence is his art,
and that photography is just a means for
capturing parts of that deliberative performance
along the way.

Michael Danzer, 32
Instagram: @michael.danzer.photo
Rio Rancho’s Michael Danzer is a home
inspector by day, a job for which, yes, he
sometimes has to take photos. But during his free
time you will find this sensitive soul traversing
the empty landscapes of New Mexico in search
of the perfect moment, as he uses photography as
a means of exploring the notion of time.

“I like to take pictures because I think it’s
important to remember the good experiences
you’ve had, to capture that moment in time,” he
told Weekly Alibi in a recent interview. “I like
that each photo is unique, and that you can
never capture the same moment twice.”

Like Williams, Danzer said he never really
thought of himself as a photographer, more like a
guy who loved to take pictures. But then people
began sharing his photos and complimenting
him so much he was forced to admit, yeah, he
probably was a photographer after all. 

“I only got my first camera a year-and-a-half
ago,” said Danzer. “There is so much I’m still
learning about photography. At first it was a
struggle just to use the camera. Now I take it
everywhere I go. It has become a part of me. I
believe that if you love something enough, and
practice often, it sort of becomes natural.”

Danzer is a lover of history, and says the
purpose of art is to make others happy and to
inspire them.

Do you have an amazing New Mexico Instagram
artist you think we should know about? Please send
us an email with a link to their handle, at
alisa@alibi.com.a

Citizen Artists
Instagram democratizes New Mexico photography
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A Celebration 

of Love 

WEdding 

Chapel

(505) 243 - LOVE
106 Wellesley SE

ABQ, NM 87106

acelebrationofloveweddings.com

$100 Certificates 

yours for $25

(505) 339 - 6774
400 Gold Ave. SW

Suite 119 ABQ, NM 87102

conchitascafe.com

$10 Certificates 
yours for $5

$5 Ticket 
yours for $3

$10 Certificates 

yours for $5

Mix N Mojos
(505) 990 - 0080

301 San Pedro Dr. SE Ste A
ABQ, NM 87108

mixnmojosmokeshop.com

Not Your Mothers 
Bridal Show

Sunday, April 28 12-4pm

holdmyticekt.com

Rio
Bravo

Brewing

$20 Voucher 

yours for $10

(505) 900 - 3909
1912 2nd St. 

ABQ, NM 87102

riobravobrewing.com

Toltec Brewing Co. 
(505) 890 - 1455

10250 Cottonwood Park NW

toltecbrewing.com 

$25 Certificate

yours for $13
$10 Certificates 

yours for $5

Safari Grill
This is a print-at-home voucher that will be 

available immediately after purchase.

3001 Central Ave NE
Albuquerque, NM 87106

TheSafariGrill.com

Organic Books
111 Carlisle Blvd SE

ABQ, NM
organicbooks.net

$10 Tickets

yours for $5
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THURSDAY JAN 24
WORDS
UNM ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY Award-Winning Author Reading.
River Teeth book award-winning essayist Sarah Viren, and fiction
writer Sherrie Flick, read from and sign copies of their latest
books. 1900 Roma Ave NE. 7pm. ALL-AGES! 277-3289.
alibi.com/v/67ky.

ART
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE

Yogev Shetrit Trio. The percussionist extraordinaire performs a
highly entertaining program that explores the Jewish roots and
middle-eastern folkloric influences in this modern sound. 5520
Wyoming Blvd NE. $10-$15. 7-9pm. 332-0565.
alibi.com/v/68e4.

STAGE
POPEJOY HALL The Sound of Music. The spirited, romantic and
beloved musical story of Maria and the von Trapp Family once
again thrills audiences in this live stage produc-
tion. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $43-$73.
7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! 277-9771.
alibi.com/v/64ke.

LEARN
TRACTOR BREWING FOUR

HILLS Paint Nite. A classic
paint and sip. 13170
Central Ave SE. 7-9pm.
21+. 243-6752.
alibi.com/v/697h.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Author

in Focus: James Baldwin.
A celebration focused on
the literar y legacy and
seminal works of James
Baldwin, a four-time National
Book Award Finalist. 423 Central
Ave NW. 7pm. ALL-AGES! 768-3544.
alibi.com/v/68d8.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Film Screening: The

Queen of Spain. A film about famous movie star Macarena
Granada fleeing the glitz and glamour of ’50s Hollywood to
return to her roots in Spain, where she has signed on to star
in an epic period-piece musical as Queen Isabella. 1701 Fourth
Street SW. 7pm. ALL-AGES! 724-4771. alibi.com/v/69am.

FRIDAY JAN 25
WORDS
FATPIPE Short Story-a-thon. Go from idea creation on Friday
night all the way to a published short story on Amazon by
Sunday. Start making money from creative ideas. 200 Broadway
Blvd NE. $85. 5-9pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/67zb.

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY Lobo Slam

Championship. See UNM and CNM’s finest poets compete for
a chance to make the Lobo Slam Team, who will represent ABQ
at the College Union Poetry Slam Invitational in Houston,
happening in April. 110 Gold Ave SW. $7. 7-10pm. 13+.
288-3583. alibi.com/v/68zn.

ART
FOURTEEN FIFTEEN GALLERY Predicament of Texture: A

Collection of Work by Matthew Bollinger. Twenty paintings and
drawings by a local Albuquerque artist combining traditional
painting and drawing methods with digital technology and
architecture. 1415 4th St SW. 6-10pm. ALL-AGES! 226-2641.
alibi.com/v/69a1.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Dial ‘M’ For Murder. A play
involving a retired tennis pro plotting the murder of his own
wife, but when she turns the tables on an attempted assailant
she is convicted of murder. 224 San Pasquale Ave SW. $15-$25.
7:30pm. 13+. 242-4750. alibi.com/v/68db.

AUX DOG THEATRE Corrie Remembers at ABQ SOLO Fest 2019.
A tribute to the legendary Dutch Christian Holocaust rescuer,
the late Corrie ten Boom, who helped hundreds of Jews escape
the Nazis. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE. $12-$18. 8pm.
596-0607. alibi.com/v/691u.

POPEJOY HALL The Sound of Music. 203 Cornell Dr NE.

$43-$73. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 1/24 listing.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. Enjoy dynamic world-

class performances, exquisite Sevillan tapas and craft cocktails,

with 60 percent of proceeds supporting the National Institute

of Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd NW. $10-$30. 8-9:15pm.

21+. 222-8797. alibi.com/v/68qa.

LAS PLACITAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Placitas Yogev Shetrit

Trio. 7 Paseo De San Antonio Rd. $25. 7pm. ALL-AGES! See

1/24 JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE

listing.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Flor de Toloache. The

Latin Grammy-winning and only all-female mariachi group plays

live. 1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 7:30-9:30pm. 848-1320.

alibi.com/v/68ea.

SATURDAY JAN 26
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Public

Opening: Pesos to Patriots. Learn about N.M.’s role in America’s

War for Independence. Hear a talk on the exhibition, listen to

a classical guitar performance by Ambrose Rivera

and create art related to the exhibition.

2000 Mountain Rd NW. 1-3pm.

ALL-AGES! 764-6515.

alibi.com/v/67km.

WORDS
FATPIPE Short Story-a-

thon. 200 Broadway

Blvd NE. $85.

8am-8pm. 18+. See

1/25 listing.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE

Darynda Jones and Jeffe

Kennedy Book Signing.

Paranormal adventure author

Jones and fantasy author

Kennedy join forces to celebrate

releases of new novels in their series. 5850

Eubank Blvd NE. 4-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 294-2026.

alibi.com/v/68yi.

ART
OT CIRCUS GALLERY OT Circus Open House. Enjoy a meet and
greet with artists that have been showing and growing at the
gallery. Light refreshments are available, and art and jewelry
is for sale as well. 709 Central Ave NW. 4-6pm. ALL-AGES!
415-4643. alibi.com/v/691e.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Dial ‘M’ For Murder. 224 San
Pasquale Ave SW. $15-$25. 7:30pm. 13+. See 1/25 listing.

AUX DOG THEATRE Corrie Remembers at ABQ SOLO Fest 2019.
2pm. Also, 3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE. $12-$18. 8pm. See
1/25 listing.

POPEJOY HALL The Sound of Music. 2-4:30pm. ALL-AGES!
Also, 203 Cornell Dr NE. $43-$73. 8-10:30pm. ALL-AGES! See
1/24 listing.

SONG & DANCE
HISTORIC OLD SAN YSIDRO CHURCH, Corrales Cantus Vocal

Ensemble. Presenting innovative arrangements, the eight man
ensemble known for their artistic excellence and charismatic
personality, perform live. 966 Old Church Rd. $25-30.
7:30-9pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/68rz.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd
NW. $10-$30. 8-9:15pm. 21+. See 1/25 listing.

JAMES A. LITTLE THEATRE, Santa Fe Flor de Toloache. 1060
Cerrillos Road. 7:30-9:30pm. See 1/25 SOUTH BROADWAY
CULTURAL CENTER listing.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Corey Harris and Cedric

Watson. Explore the extraordinary living culture of the blues
with two artists grounded in both tradition and contemporary
experimentation. 1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 7:30-10pm.
848-1320. alibi.com/v/68fl.

ST. STEPHEN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Solid Grounds

Coffeehouse. Local jazz quartet Last Call plays across the genre

ARTS

CALENDAR

PRICED below market! New roof with warranty!
Call David at Geltmore Real Estate Advisory Team, LLC

(505) 294-8625

PRIME LOCATION TWO BUILDINGS IN DOWNTOWN ABQ

approx. 8000 sq ft space
— made from two remodeled buildings —

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE
413/411 Central Ave NW413/411 Central Ave NW413/411 Central Ave NW

w markekke !t!t! NNNewew rrooooffff iwiwi hthth wwararrarantnt !y!y!
t R l E t t Ad i T LLC

y

located between the historic Kimo 
Theater on Route 66, and sharing on old 
brick wall with Anodyne and Sister Bar.
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from bebop to swing to music of today, as well as blues, R&B

and original songs. 4601 Juan Tabo NE. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES!

293-9673. alibi.com/v/67w3.

LEARN
REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Textures,

Layers and Transparencies: Collagraph and Monotype Workshop.

Learn about this affordable technique by creating a richly

layered, textured, one-of-a-kind print. No experience necessary.

3812 Central Ave SE. $120. 10am-5pm. 15+. 268-8952.

alibi.com/v/65dr.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Grease Sing-a-Long. Ever been to a film musical

and had the uncontrollable urge to burst into song? Join in

with the N.M. Gay Men’s Chorus and sing along with the classic

tunes. 423 Central Ave NW. 7:30-9:30pm. 768-3544.

alibi.com/v/68fm.

SUNDAY JAN 27
CASA PEREA ART SPACE, Corrales Polka and Corrales ArtsAlive!

Enjoy some live music with Die Polka Schlingel polka band and

wear polka dots to enter for a prize. 4829

Corrales Rd. 1-5pm. ALL-AGES! (315)

576-1943. alibi.com/v/694z.

WORDS
FATPIPE Short Story-a-thon.

200 Broadway Blvd NE.

$85. 11am-5pm. 18+.

See 1/25 listing.

ART
MUSEUM OF SPANISH

COLONIAL ART,

Santa Fe Borderless: The

Art of Luis Tapia. The artist

and author presents his work

and signs his new book,

Borderless: The Art of Luis Tapia.

750 Camino Lejo. $0-$10. 2-4pm.

ALL-AGES! (505) 982-2226.

alibi.com/v/68yo.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Dial ‘M’ For Murder. 224 San

Pasquale Ave SW. $15-$25. 7:30pm. 13+. See 1/25 listing.

AUX DOG THEATRE Corrie Remembers at ABQ SOLO Fest 2019.

3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE. $12-$18. 2pm. See 1/25 listing.

POPEJOY HALL The Sound of Music. 1-3:30pm. ALL-AGES!

Also, 203 Cornell Dr NE. $43-$73. 6:30-9pm. ALL-AGES! See

1/24 listing.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd

NW. $10-$30. 6-7:15pm. ALL-AGES! See 1/25 listing.

JAMES A. LITTLE THEATRE, Santa Fe Corey Harris and Cedric

Watson. 1060 Cerrillos Road. 7:30-10pm. See 1/26 SOUTH

BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER listing.

LAS PLACITAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,

Placitas Willy Sucre and Friends

Chamber Concer t with French

Horns and Strings. Five musi-

cians from the N.M.

Philharmonic play an evening

of chamber music. 7 Paseo

De San Antonio Rd.

$15-$25. 3-5pm.

ALL-AGES! 867-8080.

alibi.com/v/68yd.

TIGUEX PARK Brazilian Samba

Percussion Ensemble. A large

percussion ensemble with many

voices coming together as one for all

levels. For beginners to advanced players

and no experience or instruments required. 1800

Mountain Rd NW. Donations encouraged. 1-2:30pm. 13+.

585-1946. alibi.com/v/5jfx.

FILM
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Sunday Movie: The Meg. Enjoy

a free screening of the film, rated PG-13. 8081 Central Ave

NW. 1:30-3:30pm. ALL-AGES! 768-4320. alibi.com/v/67bg.

MONDAY JAN 28

LEARN
CASA FLAMENCA Introduction to Percussion. Learn basics of

cajon and percussion. No experience necessary. 401 Rio Grande

Blvd NW. $100. 6:30pm. 247-0622. alibi.com/v/6647.

FILM
TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK “Breaking Bad” Retro Watch

Party. Watch two episodes of the greatest show of all time on

Mondays as the series is played from beginning to end. 1800

Fourth Street NW. 7-9pm. 21+. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/66oj.

TUESDAY JAN 29

ART
TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Adult Coloring Night featuring

Sparrow. Come relax, grab a beer, a one-of-a-kind coloring sheet

by Sparrow Alexis Bergen, some colored pencils and

color the cares away while supporting local art.

13170 Central Ave SE. Noon-10pm. 21+.

243-6752. alibi.com/v/68p9.

STAGE
THE LENSIC, Santa Fe Live in HD:

The Tragedy of King Richard II.

Simon Russell Beale plays William

Shakespeare’s Richard II, broad-

cast live from the stage of the

Almeida Theatre in London to

cinemas. 211 W San Francisco.

$22. 7pm. ALL-AGES! (505)

988-1234. alibi.com/v/68cy.

LEARN
CASA FLAMENCA Guitar Class for Beginners.

No experience necessary. 401 Rio Grande Blvd

NW. $100. 4:30-5:30pm. 247-0622. alibi.com/v/6518.

WEDNESDAY JAN 30
GUERILLA PHOTO GROUP Guerrilla Photo Group. A weekly creative

collaborative for photographers, models, makeup artists, stylists

and designers of all skill levels. 609 Gold Ave SW. 5:30-10:30pm.

18+. alibi.com/v/68hs.

WORDS
TRACTOR BREWING CO. Writing Wednesdays. A place for writers

to write and get critiques on pages. 118 Tulane Dr SE. 5pm. 21+.

243-6752. alibi.com/v/66ot.

SONG & DANCE
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER We Banjo 3. Ireland’s

fusion band finds common ground between old world tradition

and authentic Americana using a banjo, fiddle, guitar and

mandolin in an innovation of styles that dubbed

Celtgrass. 1025 Broadway Blvd SE.

7:30-10pm. 848-1320.

alibi.com/v/68x3.

LEARN
CASA FLAMENCA Advanced

Guitar Class. Students

learn advanced technique,

accompanying flamenco

cante and baile, and

develop personal compo-

sitions. Must have five or

more years of experience.

401 Rio Grande Blvd NW.

$100. 6:30-7:30pm. 247-0622.

alibi.com/v/651t.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER

Writing Workshop: Fiction. This eight-week workshop

is designed for writers to try writing fiction or need inspiration

and skills to write more. The workshop culminates with a public

reading of the new works. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $250. 6pm.

ALL-AGES! 724-4771. alibi.com/v/68zr.

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

Call to find out about our NEW vendor specials

Antiques, Collectibles, Furniture
Consignment & Much More

Mon - Sat 10:00am to 6:00pm
Sun 12:00pm to 5:00pm

4616 Central Ave. SE
ABQ, NM 87108

(505) 265-3161
ClassicCenturySquare.com

Classic
Century Square

Classic
Century Square

Classic
Century Square
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Views from the Bridge
A tale of two visions

BY AUGUST MARCH

A
s the debate about public education
reform roars away at this year’s 60-day
legislative section, there are certainly a

plethora of viewpoints—not only about the
structure of reform but also its direction and
scope—that are becoming clear.

Educators and lawmakers—long
disappointed in the policies of the Martinez
administration—are coming out of the
woodwork to greet a Legislature primed to
change the tree called public education in
New Mexico from the roots down below to
the leaves up above.

The variety of issues that are bound to
come up whilst processing the placement and
manifestation of excellent public education
in this state are complex, sometimes diffuse,
as they overlap areas of greater concern such
as the economy, poverty and public health.

Certainly, one of the issues to come up
during this year’s 60-day session will revolve
around the value and efficacy of charter
schools—and their place in the public
education milieu.

In order to make sense of of this harvest of
ideas, proposals and possible future paths—
including those within the scope of the orbit
described above—Weekly Alibi spoke to two
experts in the field of public education,
Glenna Voigt, a Commissioner on the state
Public Education Commission, and Barbara
Petersen, a member of the Albuquerque
Public Schools school board.

Both veterans of the public education
culture in the state, these two nationally
recognized educators sometimes portrayed
contrary visions when we spoke to them this
week at our offices.

And each of these education advocates
visited Alibi HQ and engaged a member of
our editorial board (that’s me) in a
conversation about education and education
reform in New Mexico.

Their differences mark a dynamic that is sure
to see debate at this year’s legislative session and
although their beliefs on the state of education
and its directionality in this state are sometimes
markedly different, they both reflect a deep
commitment to the public school students in
this state and an overriding concern for the
future of public education in the Land of
Enchantment.

Voigt visited our offices on Friday morning.
Petersen met with Weekly Alibi early on Monday,
a day which happens to be a school holiday,
Martin Luther King Jr. Day.

Glenna Voigt is the State Public Education
Commissioner for District 3 (central
Albuquerque) and the recently retired, founding
Principal of the Media Arts Collaborative
Charter School, the first state-authorized charter
school—and a model for success as far as the
charter high school model is concerned. She has
over 20 years of experience in public education
and believes that students’ voices are
instrumental in reforming educational policies.

Barbara Petersen, meanwhile, is the APS
Board member for a local district that
encompasses much of the southeast Heights.
Petersen has 40 years of teaching and
administrative experience, is the former Political
Outreach Coordinator for the Albuquerque
Teachers Federation and has long been a
proponent of raising reading standards for early
childhood education.

Here then, are the notes and quotes that
came from those distinctly different yet
cohesively pro-education interactions those two
education leaders had with News Editor August
March.

Glenna Voigt was recently elected to be a
state Public Education Commissioner. She had
her first meeting last week, as a matter of fact.
She’s tasked with overseeing charter schools as
well as a long-term federal grant that helps pay

for career and technical education in the public
schools, the Carl Perkins Grant.

Voigt is an advocate for public charter
schools, and believes that, because of their size,
such institutions provide necessary access to
education for students who she identifies as
“those who’ve fallen between the cracks.”
These types of schools, she continues, “provide
a more innovative curriculum” because they
focus on career and technical education.

According to Voigt, charter schools in New
Mexico provide at least 16 distinct career
pathways for students to explore. “Studies like
business management, architecture,
construction, all sorts of STEM stuff, media and
film” are all made more accessible because of
charter schools, the Commissioner passionately
believes.

Ultimately Voigt is convinced that charter
schools can invoke change immediately,
something she says is not possible in bigger
districts. “If a teacher has a great idea, [the
school can say] then, let’s give it a try. But in a
large district, one has to look at data, best
practices, look at what’s been tried; it takes a lot
more shift to make things happen. The
independent governance of charter schools adds
to this quick ability to innovate and transform,
Voigt concludes.

Petersen’s view on the place of charter
schools’ in the public education milieu offers
stark contrast to several of Voigt’s basic
contentions; her 35-year tenure on the faculty
of Valle Vista Elementary has informed her
vision of what public education can be, she says
by way of introduction.

One of Petersen’s great accomplishments has
been in finding success for the reading recovery
program, an educational service designed to
provide intervention for struggling first grade
readers.

Glenna Voigt, Commissioner on the state Public Education Commission Barbar Peterson, member of the Albuquerque Public Schools school boardPHOTO CREDIT ERIC WILLIAMS
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One of the big problems, according to Petersen

is an issue that has “undermined the public system

of education”—privatizing public education. The

phenomena of using public monies to pay for

private and charter schools is problematic, she

believes.

Does the seasoned APS vet feel like charter

schools and private schools with state funding

behind them are a distraction from the mission of

public education? There are too many issues,

many related to finances and accountability to see

it otherwise, Petersen argues.

Contrariwise, Voigt’s core belief—and the

perfect justification for charter schools—is that

the state is not taking individual student

educational outcomes into account, and that’s the

real problem. 

As evidence of the not-so-good relationship

between the values represented by privatization

versus those intrinsic to government-run

education systems: “Two of the biggest, most vocal

anti-bond issue folks being vocal right now are on

the board of a for-profit owned by Pearson

Education.” Pearson Education is the name of the

global corporation from whence the notorious

PARCC test originated, Petersen reminds me

before we move on to other subjects.

One factor uniting these two lifelong educators

is the current legislative session itself, happening

at a time when change is becoming a swelling

wave whose outcome has not yet been gauged.

This sea change, of course, includes some

rumination about testing in the public schools.

“There’s going to be a big settling of dust with

the new administration,” Voigt intones, drying up

my watery metaphor in the process. “I’m very

excited to see what will settle,” she says with a

wizened grin about changes she hopes to steward.

On the subject of testing, both educators are

closer to consensus. Voigt is certain that until this

session, “a lot of reform hasn’t really been reform.

It’s just been doing the same thing, producing the

same outcomes, but maybe using a different

standardized test.” The state Commissioner hopes

that experiential performance assessments or

internships will provide a middle ground for

accurate student evaluation.

Petersen’s view is more complex but echoes the

unhappiness—on many levels—with the testing

process itself. The Albuquerque Teacher’s

Federation has long been opposed to PARCC and

Petersen echos this sentiment and then some.

“This huge emphasis on standardized tests, on

grading teachers, grading schools, wanting to flunk

students based on the results of one high-stakes

test—if any one test was used for the same

purposes I’d take issue with it—what it does is

create a narrative. The narrative goes like this:

‘Did you know your school is failing?’ ”

Voigt chimed in on the testing subject later in

our meeting, asserting that test scores should never

be used to shame a school or a teacher. It’s good to

see such alignments because they almost certainly

mean progress away from a troubled system—a

chore that newly elected officials seem ready to

finally approach proactively.

Another point at which both of these

differently skewed visions converge is on an

understanding of the underlying issues. Petersen

understands that one of the reasons our schools

are failing is because the children who attend

them “are living in perpetual poverty, they’re

hungry; 25 percent of them are just learning

English. They’re wonderful, brilliant kids and it’s

to our advantage to educate them,” she truly

believes.

Voigt’s on board with that assessment too,

telling Weekly Alibi that early childhood education

is crucial to stopping the perennial poverty

process. “Children will learn social and emotional

skills that will augment their day-to-day

experiences.” Skills that involve communication

and cooperation, once mastered by young

children, set the stage for positive educational

outcomes later in life and in fact help ameliorate

socioeconomic disparity and thus endemic

poverty.

Despite the differences Glenna Voigt and

Barbara Petersen showed on tape, they are clearly

committed to taking public education in this state

from its number 48 ranking up to more respectable

levels. When asked how such progress is going to

play out at this year’s roundhouse circus, the APS

board member said, “We are in a perfect point for

education reform. We know more about how kids

learn than at any time before in history. The

knowledge base is phenomenal. On top of that,

we have a governor and a Legislature that are

ready to say that our goal is to support. Let’s be

honest about what the needs in the public schools

are. The point is to invest in support and continue

to vote.”

Voigt’s conclusion at the end of our meeting

was compellingly similar to Petersen’s. She

finished up by commenting broadly that, “There

needs to be more options for students and parents,

it’s the fit factor. When students really find

something that will tap into their passion, we will

see educational success. There are many more

schools that are offering innovative programs, not

just charter schools. That results in empowered

students, students who vote for their future.” a

FEATURE | EDUCATION
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FOOD | BAR REVIEW

BY ROSALIE RAYBURN

Y
ou can’t beat the view.
Sip a pint on the patio at Bosque
Brewing’s latest venue and you’ll be

awestruck by the spectacular sight of the Rio
Grande Bosque and the Sandia Mountains. 

Bosque North Brewery and Taproom
opened in July 2018 in the former Jackalope
building on US 550 just west of the town of
Bernalillo. It has bars on two levels and glass
doors that open out to ample patio seating
areas upstairs and downstairs.

“The views are amazing out here. In
summer, it was always packed,” says Justin De
La Rosa, marketing coordinator for Bosque
Brewing. 

The beer selection is pretty good too.
Bosque North has eight staple beer offerings
plus a variety of specialty brews that change
each season. The regular beers on tap include
the popular Elephants on Parade, a wheat ale
with hints of raspberry and tart cherry, the
Bosque IPA and the big and bold Scotia
Scotch Ale, with 8.4 percent alcohol by
volume (ABV). If you’re looking for
something lighter, you can try the Pilsner-style
Bosque Lager or Pistol Pete’s 1888 Ale, both
4.8 percent ABV. Prices for the regular beers
range from $5 to $6 for a 16-ounce glass, the
20-ounce size runs a dollar more. Prices on
specialty beers vary. Each bar area has a white
board showing the beer selection for the day,
indicating the alcohol level and IBU, or hop
bitterness quotient. 

Bosque brews and cans all of the regular
beers on-site—glass walls let you see into the
brewing area with its forest of huge steel
tanks—and it recently obtained a license so it
can make its own ciders in-house as well.

Bosque North has recently changed its
approach to food service. Initially, the kitchen

concept was like a proprietary food truck
inside the building with a window where
customers could place their orders. De La Rosa
says they quickly found out that customers
wanted table service. So the kitchen closed in
early December while they revamped the
concept. It reopened just before Christmas. 

The table service menu now includes a
selection of appetizers between $5 and $5.50.
For something slightly heartier, you can try the
poutines. Bosque North’s version of this dish
from Quebec includes a vegetarian option with

green chile gravy and
cheese curds atop French
fries for $11, or a meat-
eaters variant with pulled
chicken at $13. 

For a light meal deal,
try the street tacos
offered at three for $8 or
four for $10. You can
choose from chicken,
steak, chicharrones, pork
or cauliflower fillings.

Bar meal fare covers
the usual categories of
burgers, sandwiches,
soups and salads. Burgers
range from $10 for the
no-frills plain burger to
$14 for a vegan patty. I

A Big Brewery with Bigger Vistas
New Bosque Brewing in Bernalillo expands food menu, provides

haven for the outdoorsy

Education Happens in the
Kitchen
It’s never too late to learn how to cook (or how
to cook better), and there are a hundred reasons
why you should. How are you going to impress
that special someone? How will you feed
yourself when the nuclear apocalypse happens
and all the restaurants close? Thankfully there
are cooking classes offered through UNM’s
Continuing Education department year-round,
so you’ll never have to wonder about the answer
to these questions. These are all one-off
classes, but there are some that last several
weeks or a semester as well—just check
ce.unm.edu to see the whole list of upcoming
cooking classes. They’re always reasonably
priced, and Here are a few upcoming classes we
think you’ll love.

Cooking 101
Thursday, Jan. 24

6-9pm
Tuition: $65

Love food but don’t know the difference
between a chef’s knife and a paring knife?
Totally cool, we’ve all got to start somewhere.
And you should start at this one-day Cooking
101 class taught by the magical Jan Laird over at
her little kitchen and cooking school, Jan’s on
4th. Here you’ll learn how to read a recipe and
what ‘diced’ vs. ‘chopped’ means. In addition to
the tuition, a $15 food fee will be collected at
the start of class. You can register online at
ce.unm.edu or by calling Jan at 505-350-0600.

Paleo Cooking
Friday, Jan. 25

6-9pm
Tuition: $65

Is life without carbs worth living? I have doubts.
But if you’re interested in starting a paleo diet
this year, a cooking class will make it tastier and
much more sustainable. You’ll learn to make lots
of meat-and-veggie meals high in protein and
iron and all that other good stuff. Our girl Jan is
teaching this one too, so you know the recipes
will be tasty. There’s a $15 food fee collected at
the start of the class. Same as above—register
online through UNM or by calling Jan at 505-
350-0600.

Indian Breakfast for Dinner
Saturday, Jan. 26

1:30-4:30pm
Tuition: $65

You ever notice how Indian restaurants are
never open for breakfast? What’s up with that?
Indian breakfast is so damn tasty, but if you
want to have it, Albuquerque, you’re going to
have to make it yourself. Thank goodness
Vasundhararani Kandachar is here to teach us
how to do it. At this weekend class you’ll learn
how to make savory upma with veggies, crunchy
deep-fried medu vada, coconut chutney and
sweetened semolina with banana or sajjige.
Don’t know what any of those things are? Come
find out. There’s a $15 food fee collected at the
start of the class.  a

Bosque North Brewery and Taproom
834 US 550

361-3889
bosquebrewing.com

Hours: Mon-Sat 11am-10pm, Sun noon-10pm
Happy Hour: Sun-Thu 3-6pm

Vibe: Lots of natural light, great views and outdoor
seating—a perfect summer hangout spot.

Alibi Recommends: Elephants on Parade, the
seasonal brew, and the Thai mussels in coconut milk

particularly liked the Bosque Burger which
features BBQ sauce, crispy onions, bacon and
white cheddar. (High on the yum factor, but
not for the calorie conscious.) All the burgers
come with fries or seasonal veggies. For an
extra $2, you can substitute salad or a cup of
soup.

Comfort food fans may enjoy the grilled
cheese ($8.75) which has Muenster and
mozzarella cheeses, green chile and tomato on
a pretzel bun. 

Fish lovers even have a couple of choices.
The fish and chips ($12) offering comes with
Bosque IPA-battered cod, fries and a jalapeño
tartar sauce. Or, if you’re more adventurous,
you can try Thai mussels in a coconut milk
broth with ginger ($14). 

With the addition of Bosque North, Bosque
Brewing now has five locations: two in
Albuquerque, two in Las Cruces and now one
in Bernalillo. The decor at Bosque North is
contemporary, with gray walls, high top tables
and chairs and a few TVs. The upstairs area
has a separate space furnished with low-slung
couches and chairs which offers a quieter,
more laid-back hanging out zone. 

De La Rosa says Bosque Brewing is excited
about the unique opportunities the location
offers beyond the stunning views. There are
walking trails nearby and the proximity to the
river offers opportunities for rafting or
kayaking, he says. 

There is parking space on three sides of the
building, including spill-over space in a dirt lot
on the west side. Bicycle racks at the front of
the building offer cyclists a secure space to
lock their rides while they come in to enjoy a
brew and a bite.

With the stunning mountain views and the
proximity to hiking trails in Placitas or for
kayakers enjoying the river, De La Rosa
expects Bosque North to be a popular for
lovers of the outdoors.  a

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BY ROBIN BABB

The view of the Sandias from Bosque North ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

Steak tacos with Elephants on Parade wheat ale
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FOOD | MADE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

BY ROBIN BABB

I
t’s certainly hard to miss the double-decker

bus now parked at the corner of Central and

Bryn Mawr. Which is exactly what Coy and

Sara Trammel were hoping when they opened

up Bristol Doughnut Co.

The couple, who are both originally from

Albuquerque, didn’t have any culinary

experience before they decided to open the

doughnut shop. They were living in Montana at

the time, where Coy was working as a pastor at a

new church, and hoped to find a way to spend

more time together as a family (the couple have

three daughters and a son). They saw an unfilled

niche in the form of gourmet doughnuts. But

they wanted something a little more interesting

than the standard food truck for their new

venture, so they turned to Craigslist to find

something unique.

Finding the old British bus was a brilliant

stroke of luck, and the inspiration for their

business name (the bus was built by Bristol

Commercial Vehicles in Bristol, England). The

coffee and doughnut bar lives in the lower story

of the bus, while custom wooden seating and

narrow tables fill the upstairs. Customers can

order from the walk-up window facing Central

then take their treats upstairs, where a space

heater and the brisk winter mornings combine

to fog the wraparound windows dramatically. 

The bus officially opened on Jan. 8, but the

Trammels have been making doughnuts for a

while. They first started selling at their small

storefront at Spur Line Supply Co. in Sept.

2017, and both Deep Space Coffee and Little

Bear have been stocking their doughnuts. Bristol

serves Little Bear coffee at their bus and their

Spur Line location, too.

While they got the bus restored and found

the ideal location for it, they’ve been

experimenting with recipes and growing their

staff at The Mixing Bowl, the culinary incubator

program at the South Valley Economic

Development Center (SVEDC). For right now

they’re still making all their doughnuts at the

SVEDC kitchen, but hope to one day open their

own brick-and-mortar bakery and storefront. 

If the bus itself wasn’t high-profile enough,

the doughnuts that Bristol makes are about as

pretty as they come. A bright purple-pink glaze

covers the prickly pear doughnut, and the

chocolate red chile toffee doughnut is dripping

with a chocolate glaze and speckled with bits of

hard toffee. The blackberry gin and jam

bombolini (Italian filled doughnut) is another

looker, with a delicate powdered sugar coating

and a dark, jammy filling fragrant with juniper. I

knew gin and blackberries went well together in

a glass, so it should be no surprise that they’re

delicious together in a doughnut as well.

Bristol Doughnut Co. 
Parks in Nob Hill

Gourmet doughnut shop opens their double-decker bus for business

The Bristol double-decker bus is a new landmark in Nob Hill

All the doughnuts they make are prepared with

either a classic, cake or brioche dough, each of

which provides a unique canvas for different flavor

profiles. “A donut is such a flexible commodity. …

You could put anything on it,” says Coy as he

prepares a pourover for an early morning customer.

“We were out eating Italian food a couple of

months ago and we had some Italian pudding,

budino, and we were like ‘we could put this in a

doughnut.’ ” This became the butterscotch budino

doughnut in November last year, and the holiday

season inspired an egg nog doughnut in December.

For the Trammels, the sources of inspiration for new

flavors come from far and wide. 

These rotating monthly specials allow them to

experiment and find out what customers want to

see more of. Some experiments, like the prickly

pear doughnut, wind up on the permanent menu.

Although one of the Trammels’ goals is to get

the doughnut bus mobile enough to cater at

weddings and other events, right now they’re ready

to pause their rapid growth and see how the new

location does for a while. Between the bus, Spur

Line, Little Bear and the upcoming new Deep

Space location, they have more than enough

demand to keep up with—and they’re in the

process of hiring new staff as well. “Things are right

at sort of the balance of like, what can we

accomplish and still have good quality and still

keep our sanity and maybe sleep a little bit, too.” 

To see what new things the Bristol Doughnut

Co. team is making, sign up for their newsletter at

bristoldoughnut.co, or follow them on Instagram at

@bristoldoughnutco or on Facebook at

facebook.com/bristoldoughnutco.  a

Bristol Doughnut Co.
3123 Central Ave SE.

596-0312
bristoldoughnut.co

Hours: Mon-Sat 7am-3pm, Sun 8am-3pm
Vibe: Just cute as the dickens.

Alibi Recommends: The Bristol salted butter doughnut,
along with whatever the monthly special is.

ROBIN BABB

Coy and Sara Trammel in the bus on a cold
morning
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FILM | FILM REVIEW

Stan & Ollie
Genial showbiz biopic examines aging comics, changing times

venues are shabby, the audiences small, and
the return to feature film glory is increasingly
unlikely to happen.

Despite its focus on aging stars, fading fame
and changing tastes, Stan & Ollie is more
bittersweet than sad. It focuses heavily, of
course, on the relationship between Misters
Laurel and Hardy. The duo were thrown
together, more or less at random, by producer
Hal Roach and held together by fame. They
were never exactly best friends, and their
relationship feels, at times, like the most
cordial of business arrangements. And yet they
worked together for so long, and with such a
profound sense of timing, that they still mesh
like a well-oiled machine. 

Stan is the thoughtful writer, Oliver is the
passionate improviser. But there are a few old
wounds still floating around. Their moviegoing
partnership broke up years ago over contract
disputes and studio politics. The breakup
was—if not amicable—unflappably polite. As
the exhaustive English stage tour grows in
popularity—thanks in no small part to the
overtime efforts of its aging stars—it starts to
wear on the health and emotional well-being
of the two men involved. Eventually, with
demanding wives in tow and fortunes sagging,
our stars arrive at their breaking point.

Stan & Ollie isn’t made of outsized drama.
It’s not exactly All About Eve in the pantheon
of showbiz pictures. It is a humble, quiet, but
quite lovely little music box of a comedy-
drama. The fact that it remains so pleasurable

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Queen of Hollywood
The second film in Spanish writer-director
Fernando Trueba’s ongoing movie biz trilogy, The
Queen of Spain, screens in the National Hispanic
Cultural Center’s Bank of America Theater (1701
Fourth Street SW) this Thursday, Jan. 24.
Trueba’s previous film, 1998’s The Girl of Your
Dreams, dealt with the Spanish film industry
during the outset of World War II. Now it’s the
’50s, and famous movie star Macarena Granada
(Penélope Cruz) opts to flee her life of Hollywood
glitz and glamor to return to her roots in Spain,
where she has signed on to star in an epic period-
piece musical about the life of Queen Isabel. This
comedy-drama was screened at the 2017 Berlin
International Film Festival and is presented in
English and Spanish with English subtitles. The
event starts at 7pm. Admission is free, but tickets
need to be picked up starting one hour before
showtime. For more info go to nhccnm.org/events.

Grease Is The Word
The New Mexico
Gay Men’s Chorus
presents a special
“sing-along”
screening of the
classic John
Travolta/Olivia
Newton-John
musical Grease.
This version of the
1978 film features
song lyrics right on
the screen, so
you’re sure to get
all the words to
“There Are Worse
Things I Could Do”
correct. The event takes place Saturday, Jan. 26
starting at 7:30pm at the historic KiMo Theatre
(423 Central Ave. NW). Period costumes are, of
course, encouraged—so be sure to dress as your
favorite Pink Lady or T-Bird. Tickets for this
fundraiser—which supports music concerts and
outreach programs throughout the year—are $25
and can be purchased in advance by going to
kimotickets.com

Everything Is Awesome
The LEGO Movie 2: The Second Part opens in
theaters nationwide on Feb. 7. The New Mexico
Museum of Natural History Foundation, in
coordination with the Albuquerque Film & Music
Experience, are celebrating with a screening of
the 2014 original this Saturday, Jan. 26, starting
at 3pm at the NMMNH’s DynaTheater (1801
Mountain Rd. NW). The film screens in 3D. Tickets
for The LEGO Movie are $10, or $7.50 for
Museum Foundation members and AFME
sponsors. You can reserve them in advance by
going to afmefilmseries.eventive.org. This marks
the first in a yearlong series of popular, classic film
screenings at the NMMNH’s DynaTheater. A full
schedule is available on the AMFE Film Series
website.

Intern and Learn
The New Mexico Film Office’s Educational
Speaker Series returns this Wednesday, Jan. 30,
with a look at internships. If you’re interested in
getting your foot into the local film industry by
volunteering at the New Mexico Film Office,
Stagecoach Foundation or New Mexico Girls
Make Movies, this informative discussion will take
you through all the steps of application and show
you how to make the most of your internship. The
event takes place from noon to 1pm at the Film
Office in Santa Fe (1100 South St. Francis Dr.).
For more info, go to nmfilm.com. a

from start to finish is due, almost entirely, to
the efforts of its stars. American actor Reilly
(Boogie Nights, Chicago, Step Brothers) and
British funnyman Coogan (24 Hour Party
People, The Trip, Alan Partridge) are uncanny
in their portrayals. They don’t simply resemble
their real-life characters, they’ve studied every
movement and mannerism with consummate
skill. The pair recreate a number of Laurel and
Hardy’s classic comedy bits, and they are
impeccable to behold. At times, the film lets
slapstick sequences slip into the real lives of its
characters. Some may find this hard to
swallow, but it’s really just meant as an
indication of how “on” the two were, never
passing up the opportunity to pull a gag on a
hotel clerk or make a joke—even when no one
else was watching. Their constant writing and
rewriting of the Robin Hood script—a film
both are fairly confident will never actually
happen—is less a symbol of their optimism,
and more an indication of how deeply and
sincerely tickled they are with each others’
senses of humor.

In the end Stan & Ollie is a film about
passion, about loving what you do so much
that you can’t give up on it no matter what
happens. There are moments when we the
audience—along with the characters—realize
that Laurel and Hardy’s brand of silent film-
style comedy is outmoded and quaint. But
quaint doesn’t just mean old-fashioned. It also
implies a level of skill and pleasurability. And
in the almost hundred-year-old routines of
Laurel and Hardy there remains a genial sense
of joy and good humor. In the context of this
simple, sweet-natured film, they feel like a
calming, nostalgic tonic. There’s a lot of
laughter to be found in Stan & Ollie. As well as
tear or two. And it’s hard not to imagine that’s
all the real Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
could ask for. a

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

I
n the opening sequence to Stan & Ollie, the

new showbiz biopic from Scottish director

Jon S. Baird, famed comic actors Stan Laurel

(Steve Coogan) and Oliver Hardy (John C.

Reilly) wander from their dressing room to the

set of Way Out West at Hal Roach Studios in

1937. The pair are at the height of their box

office fame, and the short backstage journey—

all shot in a single take—takes them through

the magic of old school Hollywood. They

wander past cowboys and script girls, Romans

and Teamsters. Backdrops roll by them, fake

sunsets frozen in canvas and paint. They talk

of business and girls and parties and contracts

and gambling debts. At the end of it, a

director shouts “Action!” and the two men

segue perfectly into one rather famous on-

camera dance sequence. It’s a sprightly and

beautifully orchestrated sequence, exposing

the reality behind the fantasy. Although the

film that follows traffics mostly in the

conventional biopic realm, it’s a rather

wonderful setup for Stan & Ollie’s tight-knit

narrative.
The bulk of Stan & Ollie is actually set

more than a decade after the heyday of Way
Out West. It picks up in 1954 with its
protagonists aged and somewhat out of
fashion. After an extended separation, the
famed duo find themselves stitched back
together for a stage tour of England in the
postwar era, coasting on their old slapstick
fame and trying to secure financing for a new
Robin Hood picture they’re hoping to get off
the ground. The gap between fantasy and
reality is still at play, however. It quickly
becomes evident that the producer of the tour
has promised more than he can deliver, the

Stan & Ollie
Directed by Jon S. Baird

Starring John C. Reilly, Steve Coogan, Shirley

Henderson, Nina Arianda

Rated PG

Opens Friday 1/25

Ready for their close-up
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“A surreal meditation on faith and surfing, with 
the writer/director/producer also starring as a 

ghost made of squid ink."--Vice Magazine

Friday and Saturday,

January 25 and 26

10:30pm

"Material this weird can’t be made up: it has to 
flow through one’s soul."--Slashfilm

"MMatatereriaiall ththisis wweieirdrd ccanan’tt bbee mmadede uup:p: iitt hahass toto
flow through one’s soul."--Slashfilm

"Poised to become the next THE ROOM." --Slack Jaw Punks

FEBRUARY 14  8PM - 1AM     TWIST NIGHT CLUB

weekly alibi presents
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THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

“Kingdom” (Netflix streaming anytime)
In this historical fantasy thriller from
Korea, a medieval prince is sent on a
suicide mission to investigate a
mysterious plague that’s spreading
across the country. … Zombies. The
plague is zombies.

SATURDAY 26

“Slender Man Stabbing: The Untold
Story” (Reelz 6pm) In 2014 two
preteens in Wisconsin tried to
“impress” a fictional internet
boogeyman by stabbing one of their
classmates 19 times in the woods. The
real question is: Do we blame today’s
stupid kids, the internet or just
Wisconsin? Maybe this documentary
special will help us decide.

“Valentine’s Day & Adoption Ever After
Preview Special” (Hallmark 8pm)
Join Allison Sweeney from “Days of Our
Lives” for a sneak preview of
Hallmark’s upcoming Valentine’s Day
rom-coms and its first annual “Cat
Bowl.” Unmarried, middle-aged cat
ladies: This one’s for you.

SUNDAY 27

“25th Annual Screen Actors Guild
Awards” (TBS/TNT 6pm) Megan
Mullally (“Will & Grace”) hosts.

Rent: Live (KRQEDT-2 7pm) FOX does
the live musical broadcast thing for
Jonathan Larson’s ’90s-centric version
of La Boheme. Producers are promising
a “modernized, edgier, more rock-style
story.” Try your best not to think of
“South Park” when you watch it.

MONDAY 28

“I Am the Night” (TNT/TBS 7pm)
This six-episode crime noir drama
stars Chris Pine (Star Trek) and
India Eisley (“The Secret Life of
an American Teenager”). It’s
directed and produced by Patty
Jenkins (Wonder Woman) and
Carl Franklin (Devil in a Blue

Dress). It’s “inspired” by the true
story of a young woman who may
(or may not) have had a
connection to the infamous Black
Dahlia killing.

TUESDAY 29

“President’s State of the Union
Address 2019” (KRQEDT-
2/KOB-4/KOAT-7/KRQE-13
7pm) Or not. We’ll see.

“Super Bowl’s Greatest
Commercials 2019” (KRQE-13
9pm) ’Member Alex from Stroh’s?
Whatever happened to that dog?
For that matter, whatever
happened to Stroh’s?

WEDNESDAY 30

“The Loch Ness Monster Lives: A
Mysteries at the Museum
Special” (Travel 7pm) Don
Wildman, host of “Mysteries at
the Museum,” goes hunting for
the Loch Ness Monster. I’m
confident he’ll succeed where the
last 80-odd years’ worth of
hunters, investigators, scientists,
cryptozoologists, random tourists
and TV hosts have failed. a

THURSDAY 24

“The Other Two” (Comedy Central
8:30pm) An aspiring actor (Drew
Tarver) and his former dancer of a
sister (Heléne Yorke) are pushed to
the side when their 13-year-old
brother (actual musical.ly sensation
Case Walker) becomes an internet
star thanks to his viral hit “I Wanna
Marry U at Recess.” This salty-sweet
show biz comedy comes from former
“SNL” head writers Chris Kelly and
Sarah Schneider.

FRIDAY 25

“Black Earth Rising” (Netflix
streaming anytime) After surviving
the Rwandan genocide, a young
African woman (Micheaela Coel) is
adopted by a human rights attorney
in London and grows up to become
a legal investigator taking on war
crimes cases. John Goodman costars
in this BBC co-produced drama.

“Four More Shots Please!” (Amazon
streaming anytime) Four female
friends (VJ Bani, Maanvi Gagroo, Kirti
Kulhar, Sayani Gupta) deal with
romance, work-life conflicts,
ambitions and anxieties. Think “Sex
and the City” … if the city were
Mumbai.

Crash Into Me
“Roswell, New Mexico” on The CW

T
he 1999 to 2002 WB/UPN sci-fi soap
“Roswell” returns in rebooted form as
“Roswell, New Mexico” thanks to the folks at

The CW. Like The WB before it (“Dawson’s
Creek,” “7th Heaven,” “Felicity,” “Charmed”),
The CW has a real taste for teen melodrama
(“90210,” “Gossip Girl,” “Riverdale,”
“Charmed”). And “Roswell, New Mexico” fits
the bill quite nicely with the added genre touch
of supernatural/sci-fi that The CW also loves
(“Supernatural”/“The 100”). On the whole, the
show reads more like a demographic checklist
than an organically formed work of art, but that’s
probably enough to please the network’s viewers
and ensure a solid two to three seasons of work for
New Mexican actors and film technicians.

New Mexico gets more than titular credit on
the re-imagined series. Unlike the original, the
new version is shot right here in New Mexico—
resulting in far fewer Joshua trees in the
background. Although both shows borrow their
inspiration from Melinda Metz’ young adult book
series Roswell High, “Roswell, New Mexico” ages
up the cast, subbing out teenage romance for
twentysomething sex. Instead of taking place in
high school, the show revisits its characters a
decade after graduation. 

Our main character, Liz Ortecho (Jeanine
Mason, winner of the fifth season of “So You
Think You Can Dance”) is a jaded biomedical
researcher (no foolin’) who reluctantly returns to
her hometown of Roswell after her research
grants dry up because “somebody needed a wall.”
The unsubtle dig at our current president is one of
many timely sociopolitical comments in
“Roswell, New Mexico.” The show thankfully
reinstates Liz’ Mexican heritage. (In the 1999
series she became “Liz Parker”), which allows the

writers to draw out all sorts of metaphors about
aliens—both extraterrestrial and earthly.
Although they run the local UFO-themed greasy
spoon (recognizable as downtown Albuquerque’s
Lindy’s Diner), Liz’ family are undocumented
immigrants, which keeps them at arm’s length
from local law enforcement. (“We could move to
a sanctuary city,” says Liz, continuing the well-
meaning but ham-handed political lessons.)

Unfortunately, one of the main
representatives of local law enforcement turns out
to be Sheriff’s Deputy Max Evans (Australian
actor Nathan Dean Parsons). Max was Liz’ high
school crush and vice versa. You can tell they’re
still in love because they stare slack-jawed and
moony-eyed at one another for minutes on end.
That’s not the only thing complicating Liz’
homecoming, either. Turns out Max (plus his
married sister and his rebellious brother) are all
space aliens with miraculous powers. They’ve
been hiding that secret for decades. But Max kind
of spills the beans when he uses his alien healing
powers to save Liz’ life after she’s shot by a
mysterious assailant at the diner. 

That “Roswell, New Mexico” wants to say
something important about the age in which we
live is admirable. But the message about
xenophobia gets bogged down in the show’s
dueling ambitions. Star-crossed romance, sci-fi
thriller, murder mystery: “Roswell, New Mexico”
isn’t sure which genre it wants to commit itself to.
The cast (Mason in particular) is appealing and
the premise is intriguing. But the overly didactic
dialogue, the intimations of kinky sex and the
majorly unsubtle antagonists (racists, men in
black) strand the show somewhere between
teenage fantasy and grown-up drama. a

“Roswell, New Mexico” airs Tuesdays at 8pm on
KWBQ-19.
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Rickman among them) are obliged to battle an ac-
tual alien warlord to save the unearthly new friends.
102 minutes. PG. (Flix Brewhouse)

My Cousin Vinny (1992)
A popular renter in the late video store era and an
odd Academy Award winner for co-star Marisa
Tomei, this courtroom comedy finds two New Yawk-
ers (Ralph Macchio and Mitchell Whitfield) arrested
in rural Alabama and put on trial for a murder they
didn’t commit. Now its up to their cousin (Joe
Pesci), a personal injury lawyer from Brooklyn, to
get them off. 120 minutes. R. (Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque)

The Wizard of Oz (1939)
Dorothy (Judy Garland) heads over the rainbow,
commits involuntary manslaughter, steals some
shoes, hooks up with three weird strangers and gets
hired on as an assassin. Spoiler alert: In the end
it’s all a dream. Or is it? This all-time family classic
returns to theaters just in time for its 80th anniver-
sary. 125 minutes. G. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

STILL PLAYING

The Advocates
Of the over half a million homeless people in Amer-
ica, some 25 percent live in California. Amid public
outcry over the ballooning homeless population in
Los Angeles, three advocates from three different
organizations demonstrate what “care in the com-
munity” looks like amid today’s changing policy
landscape. Advocates Claudia Perez, Rudy Salinas
and Mel Tillekeratne are profiled in this deep look
at the socioeconomic factors behind our country’s
homeless crisis. 87 minutes. Unrated. (Guild Cin-
ema)

Aquaman
Jason Mamoa reprises his role as the aquatic
avenger from Justice League in this shallow but en-
ergetic sci-fi fantasy. Director James Wan (Saw, In-
sidious, The Conjuring) goes big-time, big-budget
with this CGI-saturated underwater epic. It’s 50 per-
cent Indiana Jones, 50 percent Star Wars and 50
percent Thor—and at two hours and 23 minutes
long, it’s about 50 percent too much film. But it’s a
good indication that Warner Bros./DC has finally
crawled out from under all that “grimdark” baggage
and is ready to have some fun. Reviewed in v27
i51. 143 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Bohemian Rhapsody
Rami Malek (“Mr. Robot”) takes on the task of em-
bodying theatrical rock icon Freddie Mercury in this
entertaining but uncomplicated musical biopic
chronicling the years leading up to Queen’s leg-
endary appearance at the Live Aid concert. Bryan
Singer (The Usual Suspects, X-Men) directs. 134
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, UNM Mid-
week Movies)

Bumblebee
For the sixth film in the live-action Transformers
movie series, producers dial it waaay back. This
spinoff is set in the mid-’80s and follows the ad-
ventures of alien-robot-disguised-as-a-yellow-Volk-
swagon Bumblebee as he arrives on Earth and
teams up—Iron Giant style—with a teenage girl. Sure
it’s filled with CGI action, but the simplified cast,
nostalgic setting and heartfelt story make it the
best Transformers of the lot—and a surefire hit with
old-school fans. 113 minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albu-
querque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Flix Brew-
house)

Can You Ever Forgive Me?
Comedienne Melissa McCarthy sheds her bright
persona to play frumpy, downbeat author Lee Israel
in this tragicomic biopic. Around 1990, Lee found
her brand of high-tone biographies out of style.
Broke, bitter and frequently drunk, she took to forg-
ing witty letters from dead literary figures. Oddly
enough, this gave her great satisfaction as a writer
(as well as a way to pay the rent). Nicole Holofcen-
ter (Lovely & Amazing, Enough Said) contributes the
alternately tough and tender screenplay, which adds
some heavy psychological depth to Lee’s petty-out-
rageous tale of forgery. But it’s McCarthy prickly per-
formance that rings true. Reviewed in v27 i45. 106
minutes. R. (High Ridge)

A Dog’s Way Home
This follow-up to the book/movie A Dog’s Purpose
could be the most emotionally manipulative tear-
jerker ever conceived. Seems that an impossibly
cute puppy named Bella is adopted by a kindly
young man (Jonah Hauer-King) and is put to work
as an emotional support animal for people in hos-
pitals. But when she becomes separated from her
owner, she must embark on a 400-mile journey to
get home. Along the way, she comforts homeless
veterans, rescues people from avalanches and per-
forms all sorts of miraculous deeds. Bryce Dallas
Howard provides the cutesy voice of the dog, who
narrates the film in voice-over. Humor columnist W.
Bruce Cameron (8 Simple Rules For Dating My
Teenage Daughter) wrote a whole bunch of other

FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Stan & Ollie
Reviewed this issue. 97 minutes. PG. (Opens Friday
1/25 at Century 14 Downtown, High Ridge)

What Is Democracy?
From ancient Athens to the American Civil Rights
movement, this thoughtful documentary/political
essay looks into the history and the philosophy be-
hind the concept of Democracy. 107 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Thursday 1/24 at Guild Cinema)

RETURNING

American Pie (1999)
The film that briefly revived teen sex comedies is
back. Join high schooler Jim (Jason Biggs) and his
pals as they, well, try to get laid. Chris Klein,
Natasha Lyonne, Thomas Ian Nicholas, Seann
William Scott, Tara Reid and Mena Suvari are
among the horny cast. 95 minutes. R. (Flix Brew-
house)

Cemetery Without Crosses (1969)
This dark, Sergio Leone-esque spaghetti Western is
actually the brainchild of French star/director/co-
writer Robert Hossein (star of Jules Dassin’s Rififi).
After her husband is murdered, a widow (Michele
Mercier, from Mario Bava’s Black Sabbath) seeks
revenge against a wealthy cattle ranching family. To
those ends, she hunts down her old lover, a mysteri-
ous gunslinger (Hossein) who lives in a ghost town
and dons a single black glove before every gunfight.
In Italian with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Un-
rated. (Guild Cinema)

Fight Club (1999)
David Fincher’s masterful 1999 cult film, based on
Chuck Palahniuk’s novel, deserves a second, third
or fourth look. On subsequent viewings—freed from
the “twist” ending—the film’s subversive sense of
humor really bubbles to the surface. Ed Norton and
Brad Pitt play protagonists/antagonists who form
an underground fight club and dream of overthrow-
ing the government. Like ya do. Helena Bonham
Carter is the confused woman caught in the middle.
139 minutes. R. (Flix Brewhouse)

Galaxy Quest (1999)
This sci-fi comedy spoofs the legacy of the “Star
Trek” TV series with aplomb. A race of rather dense
space aliens intercept TV broadcasts from Earth,
mistaking the cast of the popular show “Galaxy
Quest” for real-life space heroes. Kidnapped from a
science fiction convention, the clueless actors (Tim
Allen, Sigourney Weaver, Sam Rockwell and Alan

NEW

Genesis 2.0
There’s a gold rush on in modern-day Russia. On
the remote New Siberian Islands in the Arctic
Ocean, hunters are searching for the perfectly pre-
served tusks of extinct wooly mammoths. Not only
is the ivory much sought-after, but high-tech genet-
ics firms in Russia and South Korea are paying big
bucks for mammoth DNA. These corporations are
locked in a race to be the first to clone an extinct
species back to life. This starkly beautiful documen-
tary from Oscar-nominated director Christian Frei
(War Photographer) reads, alternately, as an ecolog-
ical warning, a biological thriller and a superstitious
horror story. In Russian and English with English
subtitles. 112 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Thursday
1/24 at Guild Cinema)

In Like Flynn
Music video-directing and cult film-making Aussie
Russell Mulcahy (“Hungry Like the Wolf,” High-
lander) helms this “kinda true” biopic depicting
famed actor Errol Flynn’s early life in Australia.
There, he allegedly worked as “an adventurer, opium
smuggler, gambler, street fighter, womanizer and
gold prospector.” Little-known Australian actor
Thomas Cocquerel stars as Flynn. 106 minutes. R.
(Opens Friday 1/25 at High Ridge)

The Kid Who Would Be King
A British kid finds the magical sword of King Arthur
and embarks on an epic quest to thwart the me-
dieval menace of Morgana le Fay. This family fantasy
is swirling with special effects, but it still manages
to capture the flavor of a classic kids adventure.
Also, Patrick Stewart is Merlin. So there’s that. 120
minutes. PG. (Opens Friday 1/25 at Century 14
Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium
16)

Manikarnika: The Queen of Jhansi
This Indian action drama brings to life the story of
Rani Lakshmibai, one of the leading figures of the
Indian Rebellion of 1857 and her resistance to the
British Raj. Kangana Ranaut (Krrish 3, Tanu Weds
Manu, Rangoon) stars. 173 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Friday 1/25 at Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Saturday Church
A 14-year-old boy, struggling with gender identity
and religion, uses fantasy to escape from life in the
inner city in this introspective musical drama. While
his conservative aunt ships him off to become an
acolyte in the church, confused young Ulysses
(newcomer Luka Kain) stumbles across a weekly
commune program for homeless LGBTQ youth. 82
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 1/25 at SUB The-
ater)

Serenity
Matthew McConaughy, Anne Hathaway, Djimon
Hounsou and Diane Lane star in this dramatic
thriller from British screenwriter-turned-director
Steven Knight (who penned Dirty Pretty Things,
Eastern Promises and Locke). The story concerns a
fishing boat captain whose past comes back to
haunt him when his ex-wife shows up offering $10
million to dump her abusive new husband in the
ocean. Expect lots of twists and turns. 106 minutes.
R. (Opens Thursday 1/24 at Century 14 Downtown,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

A Silent Voice: The Movie
In this animated, coming-of-age drama out of
Japan, a young deaf girl, Shoko Nishimoya, is bul-
lied by the popular Shoya Ishida after transferring
to a new school. As the bullying continues, the class
turns its back on Shoya, who grows up outcast and
depressed. Years later, the regretful Shoya hunts
down Shoko to make amends. Screened in English
dubbed and English subtitled versions. 145 min-
utes. Unrated. (Opens Monday 1/28 at Century 14
Downtown)

Manikarnika: The Queen of Jhansi

Film Capsules  continues on page 31 
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directs with compassion and humor. 130 minutes.
PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16)

Hal
Though widely acclaimed in film fan circles, Ameri-
can director Hal Ashby (Harold and Maude, The Last
Detail, Shampoo, Coming Home, Being There) is
often overlooked in the canon of classic Hollywood
outsider moviemakers. Here, the man gets his docu-
mentary due using rare archival materials, inter-
views, personal letters and audio recordings. 90
minutes. Unrated. (Guild Cinema)

If Beale Street Could Talk
Academy Award winner Barry Jenkins (Moonlight)
adapts James Baldwin’s 1974 novel about a
woman in Harlem who embraces her pregnancy
while fighting to prove that her fiancé is in jail for a
crime he did not commit. This lush, jazz-toned ro-
mance has its tragic, hard-hitting elements, but
Jenkins concentrates on the beautiful emotionality
of this lifelong story. 119 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Mary Poppins Returns
Nearly 55 years after Walt Disney made a live-ac-
tion/animated adaptation of P.L. Travers beloved
children’s novels, comes this imaginative sequel.
Rob Marshall (Chicago, Into the Woods) directs.
Emily Blunt (The Devil Wears Prada) stars as our
“practically perfect” nanny, who returns to London,
decades later, to look after the now-grown Banks
siblings’ young children. The cast includes Emily
Watson, Lin-Manuel Miranda, Colin Firth, Ben
Whishaw, Meryl Streep, Angela Lansbury, Julie Wal-
ters, David Warner and Dick Van Dyke. 130 minutes.
PG. (Flix Brewhouse, Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC
Albuquerque 12)

The Mule
Clint Eastwood directs and stars in this “inspired by
a true story” drama about a 90-year-old horticultur-
ist who gets caught transporting $3 million worth of
cocaine through Michigan for a Mexican drug cartel.
Bradley Cooper, Michael Peña, Andy Garcia, Lau-
rence Fishburne, Taissa Farmiga and Dianne Wiest
costar. 116 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium
16)

On the Basis of Sex
The early professional life of Supreme Court Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg is profiled in this simple,
slightly hagiographic biopic. Brit actress Felicity
Jones (Rogue One: A Star Wars Story) stars as the
young lawyer who struggles to find professional em-
ployment following her graduation from Harvard Law
School. Along with her devoted hubby (played by
Armie Hammer) she discovers an obscure tax law
case, which could crack open the possibility of
equal rights for women. It’s ultimately your stan-
dard, buttoned-down courtroom drama, but the
cast is fiery and the filmmakers are committed to
highlighting this obscure but important legal matter.
Reviewed in v28 i2. 120 minutes. PG-13. (Century
14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16, High
Ridge)

Ralph Breaks the Internet
Wreck-It Ralph (2012) was a nostalgic, surprisingly
sweet flashback about video game characters come
to life. For this animated sequel, computerized
heavy-turned-hero Ralph (voiced by John C. Reilly)
sets out on a spoof-filled journey to the internet
with pal Vanellope von Schweetz (Sarah Silverman).
112 minutes. PG. (AMC Albuquerque 12)

Second Act
Jennifer Lopez stars as a middle-aged big box store
employee who tries to restart her life in corporate
America. Thanks to a stroke of luck (and a fake ré-
sumé), she gets mistaken for an overexperienced
Harvard grad and lands a job at a prestigious phar-
maceutical firm. But can she fake it till she makes
it? 113 minutes. PG-13. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse
In this original-looking animated film (employing a
gritty, cell-shaded 3D style), young Miles Morales
becomes the Spider-Man of his reality after he
crosses paths with super-powered spider folk from
all sorts of Marvel Comics universes. We get Jake
Johnson (“New Girl”) as plain old Peter Parker,
Hailee Steinfeld (True Grit) as Spider-Gwen, Nicolas
Cage as Spider-Man Noir and John Mulaney (“Sat-
urday Night Live”) as Peter Porker the Spectacular
Spider-Ham. This is some deep-dive Marvel Comics
mythology, but screenwriter Phil Lord (The Lego
Movie) keeps things energetic and fun. 117 min-
utes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque

12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

A Star Is Born
Bradley Cooper (the Hangover films) turns writer-di-
rector-star in this remake of the remake of the re-
make of the remake of A Star Is Born. Cooper plays
the burned-out stadium rock star who discovers a
golden-voiced ingénue (Lady Gaga) whom he men-
tors to stardom. (Only to find himself eclipsed and
drowning his sorrows in booze.) Lady Gaga is a rev-
elation as both a natural actress and as a stripped-
down singer. Unfortunately, the film’s first half
(featuring lots of romance, concert footage and
dreams coming true) is better than the second half
(all bad behavior, melodrama and weeping). Re-
viewed in v27 i40. 135 minutes. R. (High Ridge,
Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16)

The Upside
This American comedy-drama is loosely based on
the 2011 French film The Intouchables, which is it-
self loosely based on the true story of Corsican
businessman Phillippe Pozzo di Borgo. (There were
also Indian and Argentine remakes.) A wealthy hotel
magnate (Bryan Cranston), rendered quadriplegic
in a hang-gliding accident, hires an unemployed
man with a criminal record (Kevin Hart) to act as
his live-in caregiver. Eventually, of course, the two
opposites become best buds. 125 minutes. PG-13.
(Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, High Ridge)

Vice
Christian Bale goes through a major physical trans-
formation to play paunchy, bald and rather infa-
mous former vice president Dick Cheney in this
vicious comic biopic. Joining in on the fun of giving
a finger poke in the eye of authority are Sam Rock-
well as George W. Bush, Steve Carell as Donald
Rumsfeld, Tyler Perry as Colin Powell and Amy
Adams as Lynne Cheney. Reviewed in v28 i1. 132
minutes. R. (Cottonwood Stadium 16, High Ridge,
Century 14 Downtown)

Widows
After three women (Viola Davis, Michelle Rodriquez,
Elizabeth Debicki) are left widowed by their hus-
bands’ botched criminal careers, a nasty crime

dog books, so be prepared for more. 96 minutes.
PG. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Dragon Ball Super: Broly
If there’s one thing that Dragon Ball fans can’t get
enough of it’s Dragon Ball. This is the 20th Dragon
Ball movie and takes place after the Universe Sur-
vival Saga depicted in the “Dragon Ball Super” TV
series. After the destruction of Planet Vegeta, three
Saiyans were scattered among the stars. Two found
homes on Earth, while the third was raised with a
burning desire for vengeance. Now super-powered
marital arts heroes Goku and Vegeta must battle
against an unknown Saiyan with terrible destructive
forces at his command. 101 minutes. Unrated.
(Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Escape Room
Saw and Cube get jammed into one another as six
strangers find themselves trapped in a ridiculously
complicated “escape room” that is slaughtering
them off, one by one. Deborah Ann Woll (“True
Blood,” “Daredevil”) and Tyler Labine (“Reaper,”
Tucker And Dale vs. Evil) are the recognizable cast
members. This cheapo, PG-13 January horror flick
comes to us from the director of last January’s
cheapo, PG-13 horror flick Insidious: The Last Key.
99 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

The Favourite
In early 18th-century England, sickly Queen Anne
(Olivia Colman from “The Crown” and “Peepshow”)
is expertly manipulated by her BFF, Lady Sarah
(Rachel Wiesz). Things change, however, when
Sarah’s impoverished cousin (Emma Stone) shows
up and makes a play for the Queen’s affections.
This three-way power struggle plays out like a nas-
tier (and, as it happens, far funnier) version of Dan-
gerous Liaisons. Director Yorgos Lanthimos
(Dogtooth, The Lobster, The Killing of a Sacred
Deer) offers up his most accessible, least surreal
film to date with this delightfully wicked costume
dramedy. Reviewed in v27 i50. 119 minutes. R.
(High Ridge, Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Free Solo
In this sporting documentary, Alex Honnold be-
comes the first person to ever “free solo” climb
Yosemite’s 3,000-foot high El Capitan Wall. That
means he had no ropes or safety gear. Which is ei-
ther awesome or dumb, depending on your per-
spective. The rectum-puckering feat was briefly
covered in Jennifer Peedom’s high-altitude docu-
mentary Mountain. But it gets the sole focus here.
100 minutes. PG-13. (High Ridge)

Free Solo
Alex Honnold, the first person to ever “free solo” (no
ropes, no partners, no safety equipment) climb up
Yosemite’s 3,000 foot high El Captian Wall, is the
subject of this jaw-dropping documentary. Inspiring
and occasionally heart-stopping, this sporting doc-
umentary deserves to be seen by even those who
aren’t all that interested in rock climbing. 100 min-
utes. PG-13. (High Ridge)

Glass
The moratorium on spoiler alerts has long expired.
Writer-director M. Night Shyamalan’s 2016 horror
thriller Split was actually a sneaky sequel to his
2000 superhero film Unbreakable (which was
pretty sneaky about its true intentions to begin
with). Now all the cats are out of the bag, and
Shyamalan is free to complete the trilogy by getting
his upstanding superhero (Bruce Willis) and his two
supervillains (Samuel L. Jackson, James McAvoy)
together for their first, real-deal comic book-style
conflict. 129 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Down-
town, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Green Book
A working-class, Italian-American bouncer (Viggo
Mortenesen) from New York City finds himself acting
as chauffeur for a wealthy black concert pianist
(Mahershala Ali) as he goes on a tour of the segre-
gated Jim Crow South in 1962. This family friendly
tale of discrimination clearly flips the script on the
Driving Miss Daisy formula. But director Peter Far-
relly (who, along with his brother, gave us Dumb
and Dumber and There’s Something About Mary)

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058

boss leans on the ladies to make up for their
spouses’ two million dollar screw-up. With no other
recourse, the ladies transform themselves into a
criminal crew and plot out a multimillion-dollar
heist. 129 minutes. R. (Movies 8)

The Wife
When her famous, philandering husband (Jonathan
Pryce) wins the Nobel Prize in Literature, a long-suf-
fering wife (Glenn Close) starts to question her life
choices. Close commands the screen with an inci-
sive, emotional performance—even if the script
(based on the novel by Meg Wolitzer) doesn’t dig
very deep beyond the film’s one semi-interesting
secret. Reviewed in v27 i37. 100 minutes. R. (High
Ridge)

SECOND RUN

Beautiful Boy
This tender and highly personal biographical drama
is based on a pair of best-selling memoirs from fa-
ther and son David and Nic Sheff. It chronicles the
heartbreaking and ultimately inspiring experience of
survival, relapse and recovery in a family coping
with their teenage son’s drug addiction. Steve
Carell, Amy Ryan (both from “The Office”) and Timo-
thée Chalamet (Call Me By Your Name) star. 120
minutes. R. (Movies 8)

Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch

We already had the TV version narrated by Boris
Karloff (1966) and the live-action version with Jim
Carrey (2000). So why not a 3D CGI-animated ver-
sion? Benedict Cumberbatch voices our hairy party
pooper. Reviewed in v27 i46. 90 minutes. PG.
(Movies 8)

Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindel-
wald
Seems that wizarding bigwig Albus Dumbledore
(Jude Law) has sent shy magical zoologist Newt
Scamander (Eddie Redmayne) off on a quest to
find a missing magic-user before evil Gellert
Grindlewald (Johnny Depp) does … something or
other. This convoluted tale is all set-up and exposi-
tion, feeling exactly like what it is: chapter two of an
already overly long five-part story. 134 minutes. PG-
13. (Movies 8)

Goosebumps 2: Haunted Halloween
Between this series and The House With a Clock In
Its Walls, Jack Black is turning into the king of kid-
die horror. Here, he reprises his campy turn as (real
life) kid’s book author R.L. Stine, called upon to
save the day when a string of supernatural horrors
threaten to derail Halloween. 90 minutes. PG.
(Movies 8)

Mortal Engines
In post-apocalyptic Europe, long-destroyed cities
have been reconstructed as towering, tank-like
monstrosities crawling their way across the land-
scape and waging war on smaller, slower towns. In
the mobile metropolis of London, two young people
(Hera Hilmar, Robert Sheehan) meet and try to stop
a conspiracy involving an ancient weapon of incal-
culable power. 128 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

The Possession of Hannah Grace
ollowing a deadly exorcism, the corpse of a pos-
sessed young woman is taken to the city morgue
where a cop fresh out of rehab (Stana Katic from
“Castle”) is working the night shift. Naturally, she’s
now forced to deal with a string of bizarre and vio-
lent supernatural incidents. 85 minutes. R. (Movies
8)

Replicas
In this cheap and silly throwback to the direct-to-
DVD era, a brilliant scientist (Keanu Reeves) work-
ing on transferring human brain patterns into
robotic bodies becomes obsessed with bringing his
wife and kids back after they are killed in a traffic
accident. As you might guess, things don’t work out
so well. Reviewed in v28 i3. 107 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8)

Welcome to Marwen
Steve Carrell stars as an outsider artist suffering
brain damage and PTSD who finds escape in build-
ing and photographing an imaginary World War II
village filled with 1:6 scale dolls—many of which
represent actual people in his life. This ham-fisted
melodrama is based on a true story, but you’re bet-
ter off hunting down the documentary Marwencol
instead. 116 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Film Capsules continued from page 29
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MUSIC | SHOW UP!

The Music is Never Over
So dance on fire as it intends

BY AUGUST MARCH

“C
ancel my subscription to the

Resurrection/ Send my credentials

to the House of Detention/ I got

some friends inside/ The face in the mirror

won’t stop/ The girl in the window won’t

drop/ A feast of friends/ ‘Alive!’ she cried/

Waitin’ for me/ Outside!”—A very

Brechtian conceit written by Jim Morrison

and put to music by Ray Manzarek.
Sometimes I operate by pure intuition,

mijos y mijas. Such an inclination can be a
curse as well as a blessing.

As an example of this vibrational
directionality, I’ll briefly tell you about my
Friday morning. I had a heap of reporting,
interviewing and similar mierda to fashion
into meaningful objects when I decided to
drive over to Warehouse 508, a local youth
education and athletic center, to see what’s
up.

The door was wide open. I located a
small office with a “Skate or Die” sticker on
the wall. I introduced myself to a dude
named Terry. He told me he was the new
director. I asked what up and he said he’d
take me on a tour. There were all sorts of
snowboards and skate ramps and rails in the
warehouse.

I was like, wow, I didn’t know they did
extreme sports, too! Terry went on and on
about how the place was going to emphasize
extreme sports and led me to the music and
arts classrooms. We chatted for awhile
about his background running youth
programs in Cali. He told me that he had
worked for Ahnold.

But he was from Burque, he added. Back
in the day was a skater on the scene here. I
told him I was a first generation arroyo
hound called the Caveman back in the ’80s
and he looked at me like I was a pitiful old
man. Serio.

We ran into the venue manager Roberto
Reyes, and Terry said I would have a better
time talking to him. Then Terry wandered
off.

I had a great interview with Roberto, a
very informed, articulate and creative local
soul. We talked all about music, from hip-
hop to rock, and how Warehouse 508 filled
an educational gap.

Notably, when I left, Terry’s office was
shuttered and locked.

When I got back to the office, I
immediately transcribed and filed the
interview. On Saturday night, I found out
through a colleague that minutes after my
meetings, Terry fired most of the staff at the
behest of the board of directors.

Boom. This is breaking news and very
sad for the music community here. Alisa

Valdes will be following the latest
developments in the Arts section. In the
meantime, go see some shows and show your
unflagging support for the local scene under
duress whilst recalling one of my favorite
OG skate axioms: “As you are, I was; As I
am, you will be.”

Thursday
The jazzed out avant-garde spirits guarding
the output of gorgeous experimentalism in
this town have clearly come to roost at
Sister (407 Central Ave. NW). Their
smoky emphemera has been luring
awesomely different, dangerously
challenging acts to the Downtown venue
for a few years now, but damn, on Thursday,
Jan. 24 they’re invoking Thollem!

That’s right, an artist long considered to
occupy—along with his truly grand piano,
electronic effects modules and a
microphone—a far-flung region of rocanrol
space where the term composer has
steadfastly replaced the word player—
Thollem’s work is challenging, noise-
drenched yet somehow melodiously
melancholic. This is a dude who has
jammed with folks from Minutemen, Cibo
Matto and Can, for Chrissakes. St.

Petersburg and AJ Woods open. Afterwards
don’t be surpised if you find yourself
searching for works by John Cage at your
favorite online boutique. 8pm • $5 • 21+.

Friday
Mariachi Flor de Toloache is the greatest
contemporary mariachi band in the world.
There I said it and so any other major media
outlet that decides to cover this dynamic
group of mujeres from all over Latin
America and beyond—as they continue to
demonstrate the grace and guts needed to
put back a wholesome vitality into a genre
long considered moribund by music critics
disappointed with the hyper-masculine
infusions given it by contemporary Mexican
popular culture—will for sure have to refer
to me, to this writ. But I’m right and if you
don’t get la neta, then por favor, lo escuches. 

Start with their Grammy award-winning
album Las Caras Lindas and follow up by
showing up to the South Broadway
Cultural Center (1025 Broadway Blvd.
SW) for their concert on Friday, Jan. 25 and
smile forever afterwards, basking in
memories of a sound that is como el cielo en

su esplendor. 7:30pm • $15 to $20 • All-
ages.

Saturday
I’ll be honest. I was pretty danged teenaged
when In the Flat Field dropped near the end
of 1980—before John Lennon died in early
December. If I recall correctly, the proto-
punks of my particular generation were
aghast by the cover. We had had enough of
a hard time in middle school selling our
parents on Queen. It wasn’t so much the

Flor de Toloache

homoerotic bits in either case, but rather
what we—as puny marxist/feminist queer
wannabes—considered garish and vulgar.

Some of the music therein rocked hard
though, so one would occasionally hear it at
parties. Of course when goth broke a few
years later we were in college and had all
been introduced to boyfriends and
girlfriends—from Santa Fe or Los Lunas,
usually—who dug bands with goth
tendencies and pop polish, like The Cure or
The Smiths. Peter Murphy’s solo outings
were as interesting as anything searching
and deep from the mid-’80s (like Echo and
the Bunnymen), so many of us Gen X
heshers, punks and glam rockers listened to
such tunage tunes in hopes of getting laid
by other, sometimes darker, outsiders.

Now it’s like at least 30 years later and
two essential parts of Bauhaus, Peter

Murphy and David J, are on tour and will
appear at the Sunshine Theater (120
Central Ave. SW) on Saturday, Jan. 26
damaging brains and eardrums with a
reminder of how grand the thing called goth
really is. It’s an important gig, but neither of
the fellows are lithely wan youngsters
blowing pan’s horn anymore—though it’s
true, there’s probably more funereal wonder
this time around than in 1980. Go for
“Stigmata Martyr” but stay for all the glum
goodness. 8pm • $25 to $225 • All-ages.

Tuesday
Okay. Please stop what you are doing and
spend about three minutes watching the
new video for Robb Bank$ delirious new
rap, “Green.” What the fuck, right? I’m
telling you that such perceptual assaults can
take their toll on the human brain, but
there is an upside to indulging this cray
collection of images and tuneage. Bank$ has
it right: Just enough autotune to prevent
expectations of purity, a slow and screwed
attitude that says be careful how you party
or you may see what I am presenting to you
as a for realz component of reality. Throw in
a trap sensibility and a voice that spits at a
million miles an hour—about color about
life and what it means to finally be green—
while Bank$ drops a deep bass that vibrates
like bad science fiction all over the
listener’s body and maybe you’ll get it too.

If that sounds like the basis of a fun
experience, then I highly urge you to check
out the artist when he apprears at
Launchpad (618 Central Ave. SW) on
Tuesday, Jan 29 with Wifisfuneral, a self-
described emo-rapper. Watch it now, watch
it! 8pm • $20 to $50 • 13+. a

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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THURSDAY JAN 24
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • The Chris Ravin Band • classic rock • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Songwriter Showcase • acoustic • Lani
Nash • Melissa Rios • Kelsey Manning • 6pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Danny Duran and Slo Burnin • country • 9pm

EFFEX Alchemy • goth, electro, industrial, ’80s • 10pm • FREE • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Jam Session with The Rudy
Boy Experiment • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Corb Lund • country, folk • 9pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Greg’s Comedy Friendship • Allen Strickland
Williams • 8pm

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY Halfway Decent Karaoke • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

SISTER Thollem • noise, psychpunk, post-Americana • AJ Woods •
folk, rock • St. Petersburg • indie rock • 7pm • $5 • 21+

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Stand-Up Comedy
Thursdays • 6:30pm • $10 • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK The Tylor Brandon Band •
acoustic, country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

WINNING COFFEE CO. Above Average Open Mic • 7pm • FREE •
15+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Alex Maryol • blues, acoustic • 8:30pm •
FREE • 21+

FRIDAY JAN 25
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Jeff Noel • acoustic
guitar • 4:30pm • The Deal • jam, funk, rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Steve Brown • variety •
4:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Mike Butterfield and the
10 O’clock Blues • blues, rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Daniel Solis Band • variety • 9pm

HOTEL ANDALUZ Rock the Casbahs • The DCN Project • funk, soul,
R&B • 7pm • FREE • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Nappy Roots • hip-hop • 9pm

LAZY LIZARD GRILL, Cedar Crest Odd Dog • classic rock • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Felix Y los Gatos •
Americana, blues, rock, Creole, funk, jazz, swing • 9pm • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Dear Doctor • singer-songwriter •
5pm • Casey Mraz and Los Metamofos • rock, soul, pop, Latin •
8pm

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Frankly Scarlet • classic rock • 6pm • FREE •
21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Marc Rizzo • metal • 11pm

SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Last Call • swing, jazz, soul, blues,
R&B • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Adobe Disco • Jkriv • RobBass • Dave 12 • house • Haloe
and Boog • The Janitor • 8pm

STONE FACE TAVERN Mystic Vic Blues Band • blues • 8pm • FREE •
21+

SUNSHINE THEATER Soulfly • Incite • groove metal • Impaled
Offering • metal • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. David Garcia • variety • 5pm • FREE • 21+

YANNI’S AND LEMONI BAR AND GRILL SWAG Trio • jazz, blues •
7:30pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY JAN 26
B2B2 BARRIO Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Frank Salazar •
variety • 4:30pm • Partners N Crime • rap • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON 8th Anniversary Party • Sim Balkey • Tylor Brandon •
country • 7pm

HIGH AND DRY BREWING Butterbear Presents • variety • Javier
Ortega • Mark Clark • Sean Etigson • Dawn Stewart • Matt Robak •
5pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ DJ Alissa Divine • chill • 7pm • 21+

ISLETA RESORT & CASINO Lee Brice • country • 8pm

LAUNCHPAD Selena Tribute Night • Amanda Machon y Los
Metamorfos • Latin • 8:30pm

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Felix Y los Gatos •
Americana, blues, rock, Creole, funk, jazz, swing • 9pm • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Julian Dossett Trio • blues, roots,
rock, soul, jazz, swing, Western • 3pm • Jimmy Deveney and The
Silver Foxes • honky tonk • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM What Do YOU
Know? A Comedy Quiz Show • Kevin Baca • Royal Wood • Courtney
Foster • 7pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Sumac • post metal • Divide and Dissolve • doom metal •
Tashi Dorji • folk, guitar • 9pm

STONE FACE TAVERN Odd Dog • classic rock • 6pm • FREE • 21+

SUNSHINE THEATER Peter Murphy • new wave • Bauhaus • Ruby
Celebration • David Jacob Strains • blues • Desert Mountain Tribe •
psychedelic • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. JD Nash Harding • singer-songwriter •
5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK The Kipsies • bluegrass • 8pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE The Gershom Brothers • pop, rock •
5pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Hella Bella • rock • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

SUNDAY JAN 27
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Le Chat Lunatique • Gypsy jazz, swing •
4pm • FREE

KAKTUS BREWING COMPANY, Bernalillo Kaktus Kats Blues Jam •
3pm • FREE

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Tobyriffic Karaoke Show • 3pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Key Frances Band • blues • 3pm

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Edric Experience • dance variety, rock • 2pm •
FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Imaginathan and Friends • variety • 8pm

SISTER Moonstone Pop-Up • retail • Cloud Face • downtempo, hip-
hop • 4pm

WINNING COFFEE CO. Albuquerque Megaband Jam and Reheasal •
acoustic string band • 2pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MONDAY JAN 28
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

JAM SPOT Wolf Skin • metal • 6pm • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Downfall 2012 • Scarlet Empyrean • death metal •
8pm

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open Mic •
7pm • FREE • 21+

SUNSHINE THEATER Hippo Campus • indie • 8pm

TUESDAY JAN 29
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Open Mic with Rob
Roman • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD wifisfuneral • Robb Bank$ • hip-hip, trap • 8pm

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Rick Hatfield • classic rock • 6pm • FREE •
21+

STEEL BENDER BREWYARD Eryn Bent • country, folk, Americana,
singer-songwriter • 6pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke • 8pm •
FREE • 21+

WEDNESDAY JAN 30
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIALOGUE BREWING Wu-Tang Wednesdays • DJ Zemo-G • hip-
hop • 3pm • FREE • 21+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras The Real West • country • 6pm • FREE • 21+

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open Mic •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual Wednesdays
Open Mic • Royal Wood • Kevin Baca • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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To inquire about 

booth and sponsorship opportunities please

call (505) 346-0660 ext. 248

or email advertising@alibi.com

March 23, 2019

12pm - 5pm

at the
Santa Fe Convention Center

Building the Cannatopia
Creating our future for the cannabis and hemp industry.

presents

Deadline for booth space 

January 31st

Weekly Alibi's

Best of Burque Music

Nomination Round
opens on 1/23

Visit alibi.com to vote for

the bands you want to see play on

Saturday 3/30

Use 

#BoBM2019

#BoBMVoteDamnit



BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS BY JOSHUA LEE

Getting Schooled
American colleges look to cannabis education

are turning around for cannabis in the US.
National policy changes start in the universities,
and it’s starting to look like it’s only a matter of
time before positive views of marijuana start
spilling into the streets.

Is Marijuana as Safe as We
Think?

That was the title of a New Yorker article
published earlier this month that threw
many of us cannabis advocates into a

monumental tizzy.
The piece, written by Malcolm

Gladwell, starts off reasonable enough,
citing a 2017 report released by the
National Academy of Medicine—
which found few conclusive answers

to health questions surrounding
cannabis—and bemoaning the
lack of research available on

the effects of cannabis, but
quickly turns barbed when it begins

to reference the forthcoming book
Tell Your Children: The Truth About

Marijuana, Mental Illness, and Violence by Alex
Berenson.

Berenson correlates marijuana use with a
supposed rise in what he says is a new kind of
mental illness that seems similar to
schizophrenia. He also connects a rise in
cannabis use to a rise in violent crimes,
presumably due to psychotic episodes that could
allegedly be caused by the drug.

In a Seattle Times article, a number of
cannabis scientists criticized Gladwell’s research.
Senior research scientist at the University of
Washington’s Alcohol & Drug Abuse Institute
Beatriz Carlini said the violent crime statistics
reported by Gladwell were misleading. He cites a
17 percent increase n violent crime in
Washington between 2013 and 2017. Carlini
pointed out that there was a large dip in the
number of violent crimes committed in 2012,
meaning that the statistic wasn’t rising—it was
just returning to where it was before 2013. The
Seattle Times article also points to FBI statistics
that show that between 2007 and 2017,
Washington’s violent crime rates were still
below the national average.

A New York Times piece by Benedict Carey
compares Berenson’s book to Reefer Madness,
taking aim at its claims that marijuana use can
lead to psychosis and schizophrenia. As it points
out, while there is evidence that biological
mechanisms might lie behind psychotic
disorders, determining whether one caused the
other is hard to do. Carey also mentions a 2015
study conducted by researchers at Virginia
Commonwealth University that found smoking
nicotine cigarettes was a predictor for later
development of schizophrenia. How many
marijuana users who developed schizophrenia
later in life were also cigarette smokers is unclear
and unaddressed. However, most experts seem to
agree that marijuana, like any psychoactive
substance (including nicotine and caffeine) can
trigger a psychotic episode in someone who is
prone to one.  a

W
hen I was a kid, you learned about
marijuana from your drug dealer—like
how to make a gravity bong or which eye

drops were the best at getting rid of red-eye.
Back then the idea of learning about the science
behind cannabis at a real institute of learning
was laughable. In Half Baked, Dave Chappelle’s
character asks his marijuana dealer, “What? Did
you go to weed college?”—a joke that I just
realized will no longer make any sense,
because cannabis classes have actually
been popping up at colleges in America
and Canada.

Canada has seen a wild growth in
job opportunities since the nation
legalized recreational cannabis last
October. According to The Washington
Post, openings for cannabis-related
positions have tripled over the past
year, and Canadian schools have
responded by initiating courses that
teach students about the business and
production of marijuana.

Last week the GrowthOp published
a list of colleges that are offering courses
covering different aspects of the cannabis
industry. There are nearly a dozen such programs
being offered in spots around Canada—
including full graduate degree programs. The US
has less to offer, but it’s off to a good start.

The University of Denver’s Daniels College
of Business offers a course on the marijuana
business, while its Sturm College of Law offers
those on representing cannabis clients. A class
called “Cannabiz: Exploring the Legalized
Cannabis Industry” is available at Ohio State
University’s Moritz College of Law. Northern
Michigan University is offering a four-year
“Medicinal Plant Chemistry” undergraduate
degree. A minor degree in cannabis studies can
be pursued at Stockton University in New
Jersey. The University of Vermont gives students
the chance to take part in a cannabis science
and medicine program. A medical cannabis
training program for caregivers and medical
professionals called “Medicinal Cannabis and
Chronic Pain” can be taken at the University of
Washington. The University of California in
Los Angeles is home to the Cannabis Research
Initiative. UC Davis offers an agricultural
science graduate course on the marijuana plant.

And even the University of New Mexico’s
Communication and Journalism Department
will now be offering cannabis courses. Starting
in 2019, students will have the opportunity to
attend a course called “Cannabis and
Communication.” The course “will examine
elements of intercultural communication,
coverage of marijuana in the news as well as new
media—digital/social—as a political issue, and
from a health communication perspective,” said
Associate Professor Tamar Ginossar, who will be
teaching the course, in a statement released by
the school. Students will study the impact
marijuana has had on culture and how that plays
out in the media.

Combined with the recent legalization of
hemp, I’d say this is a very good sign that things
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): We might initially be
inclined to ridicule Stuart Kettell, a British man who
spent four days pushing a Brussels sprout up 3,560-
foot-high Mount Snowden with his nose. But perhaps
our opinion would become more expansive once we
knew that he engaged in this stunt to raise money for a
charity that supports people with cancer. In any case,
the coming weeks would be a favorable time for you,
too, to engage in extravagant, extreme or even
outlandish behavior in behalf of a good or holy cause.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): The Taurus guitar
wizard known as Buckethead is surely among the most
imaginative and prolific musicians who has ever lived.
Since producing his first album in late 2005, he has
released 306 other albums that span a wide variety of
musical genres—an average of 23 per year. I propose
that we make him your patron saint for the next six
weeks. While it’s unlikely you can achieve such a gaudy
level of creative self-expression, you could very well
exceed your previous personal best in your own sphere.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Novelist Arthur Conan
Doyle created Sherlock Holmes, a fictional character
who personifies the power of logic and rational
thinking. And yet Doyle was also a devout spiritualist
who pursued interests in telepathy, the occult and
psychic phenomena. It’s no surprise that he was a
Gemini, an astrological tribe renowned for its ability to
embody apparent opposites. Sometimes that quality is
a liability for you folks, and sometimes an asset. In the
coming weeks, I believe it’ll be a highly useful skill. Your
knack for holding paradoxical views and expressing
seemingly contradictory powers will attract and
generate good fortune.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): In 2006, a 176-year-old
tortoise named Harriet died in an Australian zoo owned
by “Crocodile Hunter” and TV personality Steve Irwin.
Harriet was far from her original home in the Galapagos
Islands. By some accounts, evolutionary superstar
Charles Darwin picked her up and carried her away
during his visit there in 1835. I propose that you choose
the long-lived tortoise as your power creature for the
coming weeks. With her as inspiration, meditate on
questions like these: 1) “What would I do differently if I
knew I’d live to a very old age?” 2) “What influence that
was important to me when I was young do I want to be
important to me when I’m old?” 3) “In what specific
ways can my future benefit from my past?” 4) “Is there
a blessing or gift from an ancestor I have not yet
claimed?” 5) “Is there anything I can do that I am not
yet doing to remain in good health into my old age?”

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): John Lennon claimed that he
generated The Beatles song’ “Because” by rendering
Beethoven’s “Moonlight Sonata” backwards. Even if
that’s true, I don’t think it detracts from the beauty of
“Because.” May I suggest you adopt a comparable
strategy for your own use in the coming weeks, Leo?
What could you do in reverse so as to create an
interesting novelty? What approach might you invert in
order to instigate fresh ways of doing things? Is there
an idea you could turn upside-down or inside-out,
thereby awakening yourself to a new perspective?

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The Tsonga language is
spoken by more than 15 million people in southern
Africa. The literal meaning of the Tsonga phrase I
malebvu ya nghala is “It’s a lion’s beard,” and its
meaning is “something that’s not as scary as it looks.”
According to my astrological analysis, this will be a
useful concept for you to be alert for in the coming
weeks. Don’t necessarily trust first impressions or initial
apprehensions. Be open to probing deeper than your
instincts might influence you to do.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The old Latin verb
crescere meant “to come forth, spring up, grow, thrive,
swell, increase in numbers or strength.” We see its
presence in the modern English, French and Italian
word “crescendo.” In accordance with astrological
omens, I have selected crescere and its present
participle crescentum to be your words of power for the
next four weeks. May they help mobilize you to seize all
emerging opportunities to come forth, spring up, grow,
thrive, swell and increase in numbers or strength.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): When animals

hibernate, their metabolism slows down. They may

grow more underfur or feathers, and some add extra

fat. To conserve heat, they may huddle together with

each other. In the coming weeks, I don’t think you’ll

have to do what they do. But I do suspect it will be a

good time to engage in behaviors that have a

resemblance to hibernation: slowing down your mind

and body; thinking deep thoughts and feeling deep

feelings; seeking extra hugs and cuddles; getting lots of

rich, warm, satisfying food and sleep. What else might

appeal to your need to drop out of your fast-paced

rhythm and supercharge your psychic batteries?

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): When people tell

me they don’t have time to read the books I’ve written, I

advise them to place the books under their pillows and

soak up my words in their dreams. I don’t suggest that

they actually eat the pages, although there is historical

precedent for that. The Bible describes the prophet

Ezekiel as literally chewing and swallowing a book. And

there are accounts of 16th-century Austrian soldiers

devouring books they acquired during their conquests,

hoping to absorb the contents of the texts. But in

accordance with current astrological omens, I suggest

that in the next four weeks you acquire the wisdom

stored in books by actually reading them or listening to

them on audio recordings. In my astrological opinion,

you really do need, for the sake of your psychospiritual

health, to absorb writing that requires extended

concentration.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Among the top

“how to” search inquiries on Google are “how to buy

Bitcoin,” “how to lose belly fat fast,” “how to cook

spaghetti in a microwave” and “how to make slime.”

While I do think that the coming weeks will be prime

time for you to formulate and launch many “how to”

investigations, I will encourage you to put more

important questions at the top of your priority list.

“How to get richer quicker” would be a good one, as

would “how to follow through on good beginnings” and

“how to enhance your value” and “how to identify what

resources and allies will be most important in 2019.”

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): A motivational

speaker and author named Nick Vujicic was born

without arms or legs, although he has two small,

unusually shaped feet. These facts didn’t stop him from

getting married, raising a family of four children and

writing eight books. One book is entitled Life Without

Limits: Inspiration for a Ridiculously Good Life. He’s a

positive guy who has faith in the possibility of miracles.

In fact, he says he keeps a pair of shoes in his closet

just in case God decides to bless him with a marvelous

surprise. In accordance with current astrological omens,

Aquarius, I suggest you make a similar gesture. Create

or acquire a symbol of an amazing transformation you

would love to attract into your life.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): About 11 percent of

the Philippines’ population is comprised of Muslims who

call themselves the Bangsamoro. Many resist being

part of the Philippines and want their own sovereign

nation. They have a lot of experience struggling for

independence, as they’ve spent 400 years rebelling

against occupation by foreign powers, including Spain,

the United States and Japan. I admire their tenacity in

seeking total freedom to be themselves and rule

themselves. May they inspire your efforts to do the

same on a personal level in the coming year.

HOMEWORK: WRITE YOURSELF A NICE LONG LOVE LETTER

FULL OF PRAISE AND APPRECIATION. SEND A COPY TO ME

IF YOU LIKE: FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. a

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded

weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The

audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or

(900) 950-7700.
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Legal Services

HEALTH/PERSONALS/MISCE
LLANEOUS: If you or a loved
one were diagnosed with
OVARIAN CANCER or
MESOTHELIOMA after use of
TALC products such as BABY
POWDER or SHOWER TO
SHOWER, you may be entitled
to compensation. Contact
Charles H. Johnson 1-800-
535-5727

START BANKRUTPCY FOR $0.
Lawyer Advertisement. Stop
Wage Garnishment |
Eliminate Your Debts | 100%
Free Consultation – Hurry |
McCookLawFirm.com | (505)
600-2550

Photographic Services

PHOTOGRAPHY
www.DavidMartinezPhotograph
y.com

Buy/Sell/Trade

ARE YOU MISSING THAT
SPECIAL BUTTON? LET ME
HELP! For your favorite clothes
or your favorite coat you can’t
wear anymore? Call now 293-
3909.

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those

Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

BUY TOOLS vice, axes, chisels,
and plane. Please call 505-
363-4813

GIGS/SHOW FLYERS

w
DISTROT FREE SHOW
Distrot, Thrash Metal

Band, Free Live Show at the
Red Velvet Underground, 9635
Menaul Blvd NE Saturday,
February 2nd @ 5pm. All ages
show.

Studies

SECONDHAND SMOKE STUDY
The UNM College of Pharmacy
is recruiting non-smokers

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

Employment

3D DESIGNER NEEDED
Designer needed to make 3D
printed toy design for pinball
machines. Good pay. 1-505-
358-5818

ART MODELS WANTED CNM’s
Art Department is looking for

nude models for academic,
traditional Figure drawing
classes. Rate of pay is
$15.00/hr. We are looking for
diversity of age, ethnicity and
body type and would like to
strongly encourage males to
apply. If interested place
contact Carla Ponce at (505)

Apartments for Rent

FULLY FURNISHED STUDIOS!!!
Cable & Utilities Included. Low
rates. FREE REWARDS
PROGRAM! 505-225-1216

MOVE IN TODAY! Furnished
Studio Apts w/ all utilities and
cable FREE, No credit check.
Call now 505-226-6932

FURNISHED STUDIO APTS. Low
monthly/weekly rates. Free
utilities. No credit check. 505-
225-2673

Body & Soul

Misc Property

General Real Estate

w
30 ACRES OF SERENITY!
Act now to save $75K

(Listed at $320,720) on this
stunning 30-acre property
located in the beautiful village
of Placitas. Comparable
properties to this one are listed
for as much as $600k, so this
one is guaranteed to move

quickly. See the property at
https://youtu.be/mbyv2Kh3s8
k Contact: Akemi Hudson 877-
864-8777
BuyNow@AccretePropertyGroup
.com 

Rooms/Roommates

CLEAN BEDROOM UPSTAIRS
545/mo. Mature single
person. Heat paid. No pets.
Call 293-3909. 

224-3604 or via email at
cponce1@cnm.edu

Opportunities

CAREGIVERS WANTED Provide
care for adults with
disabilities. $500 sign on
bonus at 90 days, FT,
$11.05/hr., Must have NMDL,

reliable vehicle, current ins.,
GED/HS Diploma, & must be
21 or over. Apply online:
https://providencesupportserv
ices.com/now-hiring

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

currently exposed to
secondhand smoke, 19-40
years old, for a study on a new
risk factor for heart disease.
Two visits (0.5 AND 1 hr) are
needed. You will be
compensated for your time.
Call Meera Shah 505-272-
0578. HRRC #15-033

BACK PAIN STUDY We are
seeking adults with chronic
low back pain. Participants
can earn a $40 gift card for
participation during a single
visit to UNM. Inquire @
rebrand.ly/unm70 or (505)
226-4505

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

Counseling/Psychiatry

$50 DROP IN GROUP THERAPY
MON-THURS 5-7PM Ctr 4 Sprtl
Lvg www.innernavigation.com

Licensed Massage

HEAL & RELAX HEAL & RELAX
Skilled healing, deep relaxation.
25 years experience. Katrina
LMT#6855 (505)506-4016
innovative.massagetherapy.com

MASSAGE $60/HR
Therapeutic full body by
Patterson 505-385-6429.
LMT5767. 

MEZMERIZING MASSAGE BY
MISS VIKI Call 505-304-
4121 to schedule Appt. Lic#
1904

w
AUTHENTIC TANTRA
MASSAGE Give yourself

the beautiful gift of authentic

Tantra massage and
teaching. I am a Certified
Tantra Educator, Professional
Massage Therapist,
Relationship Coach and Reiki
Healer. Please call me for
detailed information and
scheduling.
Namaste,Julianne 505 920
3083 LMT #2788

Self-Help/Workshops

w
OUT OF CONTROL?

Struggling with
COMPULSIVE SEXUAL
BEHAVIOR and WANT HELP?
Call 505-510-1722 or visit
www.abqsaa.org

Want to change
your drinking?

We are looking for volunteers to 
participate in a research study who 
want to change their drinking with a 

non-medication based treatment. You 
will be paid up to $440 for up to 32 

hours of your time.

Call ABQ TREAT at 505-633-8861 

or email abqtreat@mrn.org.

GALLERY’S LOVE … AT FIRST TALK

You: Awkward demeanor, stared too much. Thought you

were odd and unnatural. Which you were. Worn clothes,

shoes that had seen miles of sadness … but the warmth

& educated mind of yours, whispered truth in that one

quiet moment alone. 

Me: Awkward, alone & unaware of the conversions we’d

endear. Roaming thru the gallery was like a waltz with

you. This day changed my perspective. I had smiled in a

billion ways before, but when I first saw YOU, my heart

took over & smiled for the first time. 

TBC

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Fair Grounds Art Gallery.

DAYDREAM

My daydream

I’ve missed you Libra everyday since I left. Your name is

still a whisper on my lips. To this day. 

I think I dreamt you into reality at Walmart near Xmas. If

you were real then there is still something between us I

felt it. I think you did too. 

Our story barely began and still hasn’t ended. I won’t

disrupt the path you are on. Just know I will never

forget you. Should you need me. In this life or the next.

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Walmart on Wyoming on 12/23/2018.

Northeast

MASTER BEDROOM
Eubank/Candelaria.
$500/mo,1/3 utils,$250DD.
Large kitchen, backyard,
laundry. Access to hot tub,
workout area and pool table
game room. No pets. kids or
couples. LEAVE MSG 294-
7209
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 Video game series where

you follow the moves of

onscreen characters

10 Food service giant based

in Houston

15 Very soon

16 Knightley of “Atonement”

17 La Paz currency

18 Archipelago feature

19 Took the offer

20 Mystical foresight

21 Employer of Africa

correspondent Ofeibia Quist-

Arcton

23 Idris of “The Wire”

25 Play ___ (cause mischief)

27 Sooner than soon

28 Distributed cards

30 Ballet practice

32 Two before Thu.

33 Journal opening

35 Abbr. before a founding

date

36 Musical genre for 1990s

punk band Bikini Kill

38 “‘Scuse me”

41 Western movie hangout

44 “Chandelier” singer

45 Muscle-to-bone connector

46 Makes the scene

48 Leave behind

50 Stereotypical librarian

admonition

52 Shiraz, for one

53 “Tell me ...”

55 Velvet finish?

57 Aptly titled ‘80s film about

BMX racing

58 RR station posting

59 It’s on a continuum

62 Fulcrum for an oar

63 Character whose headwear

had a tag reading “10/6”

64 Ravi Shankar’s instrument

65 Completely broke

Down

1 Shied away, slangily

2 Still squeaking

3 Meme nickname of Turkish

meat-seasoning chef Nusret

Gokce

4 “Enough already!”

5 Peace proponent

6 They shun most technology

7 Three-part flavor

8 Tapper’s home

9 English prep school

10 Steers clear of

11 Simple question type

12 Early movies

13 Soldier’s hairstyle

14 Cereal grain item

22 In ___ (“on paper”)

24 Smartphone setting

26 Long-eared dogs

29 Quindec- divided by five

31 Some stone finds at

archaeological digs

34 Peanut butter-based Girl

Scout Cookie

35 Macaroni shape

37 2020 political event in

Charlotte, for short

38 John Stockton has the

most in NBA history

39 Sony competitor

40 Eavesdropping range

42 “True, no?”

43 Titles differently

45 “Watchmen” director Zack

47 “Why is this night different
...?” feasts

49 Cub Scout pack leader

51 Anne of “Donnie Brasco”

54 Sch. at West Point

56 “Swell!”

60 “N’est-ce ___?”

61 Inits. for supplementary
costs at a car dealership
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“Free Range”—another freestyle puzzle for everyoneBY RYAN NORTH


